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Executive Summary: Valley Region Management Plan
Background:
In April of 1999 Jefferson County Open Space initiated a Management Planning
process for its open space areas. The agency committed to developing management
plans for each park and undeveloped open space in the system. In 2012, 9 regions
were identified and all 29 Management Plans are now a part of one of these regions.

Management Plan Objectives and Organization:
This Valley Region Management Plan is part of the Jefferson County Open Space
system-wide effort to provide for protection and appropriate use of Jefferson County’s
recreational, natural and cultural resources. This Plan is issue-driven. It identifies
significant management issues at the parks and then recommends management
approaches and actions to respond to those issues.
This Plan is organized as follows:
• Jefferson County Open Space Management Planning provides an
explanation of Open Space’s approach to Management Planning throughout the
Open Space system.
• Descriptions of Deer Creek Canyon Park, Hildebrand Ranch Park, and
South Valley Park provide a description of the parks, their history and major
attributes, trends in visitation and use, the Management Unit, management
directions, and work plan summaries.
• Appendices present information that complements the main body of text with
information about the Open Space Management Designations System, and the
Operational Documents used in park management.

Park Staff:
Role of a Regional Park Supervisor:
• Responsible for all activities at a number of parks, defined by a park region.
• Establish yourself as the public point of contact and ambassador for the Parks
and properties in the region.
• Be aware of topics of interest to the public and users in the park region and
communicate all items of sensitivity with your section Manager and the
Communications Manager.
• Review the Regional Management Plan documents periodically and lead an
annual field visit.
• Recommend Priority Actions to section manager and/or management team and
coordinate the timing and implementation of these for the Park Region.
• Work with the respective section managers for budget and resource allocations
necessary for appropriate scheduling and implementation of Priority Actions
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Park Operations:
On-site management of the Valley Region is the responsibility of multiple Open Space
sections. The Park Operations section is divided into several subsections: Park
Services, Natural Resources Management, and Trail Services. Park Operation
manages the daily operations of Open Space’s parks, including but not limited to, trail
maintenance; fence and sign maintenance and construction; trailhead facility
maintenance; forest and wildlife management; and road and parking lot maintenance.
The Park Construction subsection of Park Planning and Construction provides trailhead
and entry signage, structure maintenance and construction. The Ranger subsection of
Administration/Education Services provides patrol and emergency services on the
parks. Each subsection utilizes operational documents to guide their management
activities.
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Deer Creek Canyon Park:
Park Location and Description:
Deer Creek Canyon Park is 1,723 acres and is located west of C-470 and south of Deer
Creek Canyon Road. Access to the Park is located on the east side of the Park
(See Figure 1a). It hosts a variety of plant communities from grasslands to evergreen
forests to riparian areas, all of which create a mosaic pattern throughout the Park. This
diverse vegetative pattern is representative of southern Jefferson County. The Canyon
served as a natural corridor through the Front Range foothills toward the mountains for
thousands of years. This and the area’s plentiful resources drew prehistoric and Native
American people as well as miners.
Activities:
• Recreational: Hiking, mountain biking, horseback riding, and fishing.
Park Vision:
Deer Creek Canyon Park is one of largest parks in the southern area of the Open
Space system and is a gateway from urban life to the mountain domain. Its vision is to
(1) ensure the preservation of plant communities, (2) address the protection and
preservation of wildlife habitat, and (3) provide sustainable recreational opportunities.
This Park is also managed so that recreation, environmental education and
interpretation, and natural and cultural resource conservation efforts balance natural
splendor with human activity.
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Hildebrand Ranch Park:
Park Location and Description:
Hildebrand Ranch Park consists of 1,653 acres and is located in eastern Jefferson
County, surrounded by South Valley Park to the northwest, Deer Creek Canyon Park to
the west, and Chatfield State Park and the Denver Botanic Gardens at Chatfield to the
east. Deer Creek Canyon Road and Wadsworth Boulevard (Highway 121) are the major
adjacent highways.
Activities:
• Recreational activities are based on trail access via Black Bear Trail from Deer
Creek Canyon Park. This trail currently ends at the State Land Lease and offtrail activity in the State Land Lease and adjacent Deer Creek parcels is
permitted but not promoted due to potential natural resource impacts. The
eastern portion of the Park is open to public use via Two-Brands Trail from the
TrailMark community.
Park Vision:
The vision for Hildebrand Ranch Park will (1) promote the protection of critical raptor
nesting sites, prairie dog colonies, wildlife corridors, rare plant colonies, and important
riparian habitat, (2) provide a link to a greater, regional trail system that provides
multiple-use trails, and (3) to sustain its scenic and natural resource values, while
providing trail-based recreational opportunities.
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South Valley Park:
Park Location and Description:
South Valley Park is a 995-acre Park located north of Deer Creek Canyon Road and
west of C-470 just north of Jefferson County Open Space’s Deer Creek Canyon Park.
The Park has 6.8 miles of natural surface trails and 1.2 miles of hard surface trails. The
Park abuts Ken-Caryl Ranch Master Association open space (private) on the northwest,
Ken-Caryl Ranch Foundation open space (public) on the east, Denver Mountain Parks
to the south and is just north of Jefferson County Open Space’s Deer Creek Canyon
Park.
Activities:
• Recreational: Picnicking, hiking, biking, horseback riding, wildlife viewing.
• Agricultural: Hay harvesting on southeast side of Park.
• Educational: Personal, non-personal and self-guided interpretation.
Park Vision:
The vision for South Valley Park includes the provision of recreational opportunities and
protection of the Park's resources through the management of the three Management
Context Designations. The Recreation Services and Amenities Area emphasizes the
provision and maintenance of multiple-use trail-based recreational activities, ADA
accessibility and interpretive opportunities focusing on interpretation of wildlife. The
Natural Area Management Context is managed first to preserve the area's habitat and
cultural resources, including continued seasonal use of the meadow by elk and
conservation of the Fountain Formations including the surrounding native vegetation.
The Sensitive Area is managed for the protection of the Golden eagle nest site and
Mule deer fawning area.
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Chapter 1: Jefferson County Open Space Management
Planning
Management Planning Approach:
Management Planning Principles:
This Plan uses four basic principles to ensure the long-term public value of
Management Planning:
1) Management Plans will be continuously revised: Management Planning is an
on-going process. Individual plans will never be considered “completed,”
although, they will be considered “mature,” ready to be acted upon, when they
have been reviewed. This plan shall be reviewed periodically so it has the ability
to take into account environmental, social and political changes and reflect those
changes.
2) Management Plans are the primary document for communicating resource
management information: Plans will be written to clearly communicate park
and region specific resource stewardship issues, management approaches, and
actions to the rest of the agency, the public and other stakeholders.
3) Park staff plays an integral role in producing and revising Management
Plans: In this way, those responsible for implementing the plan have a vested
interest in making it succeed.
4) Members of the public may participate in development of and updates to
Regional Management Plans: Directly involving park stakeholders in producing
and revising plans fosters better understanding of how their particular interests fit
into the larger resource Management Unit while also giving them a stake in the
plan’s success.
Management Planning Steps:
For efficiency and consistency among Management Plans, Jefferson County Open
Space standardized the planning process by incorporating information that is applicable
throughout the agency and providing this “model” format for presenting regional and
park-specific information.
Regional Management Planning includes:
1.
Establishing the park Management Unit.
2.
Gathering preliminary natural, cultural, developmental and recreational
resource information about the park and region.
3.
Requesting information and opinions from people interested in or affected by
park management decisions (stakeholders) on issues of concern to them.
4.
Clearly defining issues.
5.
Identifying and evaluating options for resolving management issues.
6.
Drafting a management plan that explains the management approach and the
specific management actions proposed to address issues.
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7.
8.
9.

Finalizing and implementing the Regional Management Plan.
Reviewing the management plans periodically to evaluate progress, identify
new issues, and generate annual budgets/work plans.
Revising the management plan to respond to new issues and to reflect
management changes.

Park Management Decisions:
Resources and resource management issues vary between region and parks, but the
essential challenge for the Open Space Program is accommodating public recreational
use and protecting natural and cultural resources. Open Space staff utilize the following
guidelines to help achieve a balance of recreational use and resource protection.
1) Systems Perspective: JCOS lands are within a larger system of outdoor spaces
managed by local communities, state and federal agencies. Planning and decisionmaking will take into consideration the region, adjacent and nearby public lands and
waters, and strive to maintain an important niche of “urban” open space and natural
areas, taking into account the role of human interaction with these natural systems.
2) Public Values: There are many different values that county residents and other
stakeholders have for JCOS. Planning and decision-making will consider all values
and not the exclusive use or opinions of a single, smaller group. JCOS needs to
respect and integrate the values and preferences of all residents, including major
stakeholders such as recreationists and adjacent landowners.
3) Sustainability: Natural, cultural and recreational resource protection is of
paramount concern for managing Jefferson County’s Open Space areas.
Management tools and techniques, facility types and design, and visitor
management techniques that minimize impacts on these resources will be favored.
4) Economic Considerations: Using the financial resources of Jefferson County
efficiently and effectively is critical, but this is not to suggest the least expensive
option is the preferred. Environmental considerations should be judged equally with
technical and economic considerations in planning and decision-making.
5) Appropriate Recreation: It is recognized that JCOS cannot be “all things for all
people,” and difficult capacity and allocation decisions are necessary.
6) Appreciation and Education: A major purpose of JCOS is to help increase public
appreciation and understanding for our great outdoors and our natural/cultural
environments.
7) Respect the Resource: Much is not known about how ecosystems operate or how
one activity may affect it or other activities. Planning and decision-making should
reflect scientific findings and monitoring efforts by JCOS. When two or more
alternatives are identified through an evaluation process, the alternative that least
impacts the resource and visitor experiences and preserves future options should be
the preferred alternative.

Management Context:
Open Space lands are classified into Management Unit’s according to ecosystem and
cultural resource protection requirements, and their capability and suitability to provide
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opportunities for visitor experiences.
Open Space staff has adopted three land classifications:
1) Sensitive Areas are those that are very special, fragile, and highly valued for
their natural or cultural features. Preservation and protection are the paramount
considerations for these areas. Visitation to these areas is limited, controlled and
monitored through a registration permit system.
2) Natural Areas are relatively large areas where ecological processes dominate
and humans can typically experience a sense of solitude and remoteness.
3) Recreation Services and Amenities Areas provide opportunities for a wide
variety of outdoor recreation experiences while ensuring the long-term
sustainability of the natural resources.
Also utilized in park management is a Special Protection Area, or an SPA. It can be
thought of as an overlay to one of the Management Unit Designations (MUDs) noted
above. It has been created to address any unique item that requires special
management actions, such as but not limited to: safety, a park access issue, natural
resource concerns or restoration opportunities, cultural or environmental issues,
biodiversity enhancement, time sensitive implications, a political imperative, other
management consequences or opportunities. An SPA can be created within any MUD
when specific resources, that are deemed significant, face real or potential impacts or
opportunities that warrant special management actions. Given the preservation and
protection already provided within a Sensitive Area, it is unlikely that a SPA will be
needed. An effort at restoration, however, could be an applicable use of special
management actions in a SPA. Specific location(s) and boundaries will be shown with
the SPA labeled to denote the resource(s) in need of protection or special management.
Issue-driven actions will be formulated to address the SPA.

Management Directions:
Resource Management:
Resource Evaluation Management (REM) is a framework to establish and manage
specific natural, cultural and recreational resource issues. Key issues are identified
and, where feasible, monitored. Indicators and thresholds may be useful in developing
desired standards. Each Regional Management Plan identifies 6 steps to assess the
applicable approach. Three of these steps are relevant to best management practices
for resources. The other 3 relate to the use of measurable indicators and an achievable
standard. In these cases the conflicting resource issues must be identified with an
ability to compromise a resource issue, and clear direction as to the resource priority, to
attain and manage for the identified standard. Resource monitoring provides a flow of
information that may indicate a need to alter or adapt management.
Managing a diverse collection of natural, cultural, and recreational resources is a
balancing act. Park staff faces increasing pressure to accommodate public recreational
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use of natural and cultural resources while also protecting those resources from
unacceptable degradation. How much public use is too much? What kinds of use can
a resource sustain? Over the last 40 years several approaches to resource
management have been developed to increase harmony between recreational use and
resource protection.
Open Space Resource Management can be summarized as follows:
1) Identify key resource and management issues (step 5 if no indicators present)
2) At selected times and places, choose measurable indicators of natural,
cultural and recreational resource conditions: identify quantifiable events or
physical properties that gauge resource conditions, e.g., area of bare ground in
campsites, incidents of vandalism, reported visitor conflicts, etc.
3) When indicators are utilized, then measure, monitor and analyze indicators:
reach qualitative and/or quantitative conclusions of resource conditions and visitor
experiences, to determine best management practices.
4) When indicators are utilized a specific standard or threshold shall be
established.
5) Explore and select most appropriate management option(s).
6) Evaluate management actions: determine successes and/or failures of applied
management actions and, if necessary, over a period of time, adapt either
management actions or standards.
A resource management process recognizes that any recreational use of natural or
cultural resources will cause some degree of change to those resources. Key park
resources can be assessed over time to determine if their condition achieves or remains
within acceptable standards. If standards are not met, either additional management
actions may be selected and implemented or resource standards may be changed,
whichever is deemed appropriate.
In most cases, measuring changes or impacts to all resources in an area is impractical.
For this reason, only limited resources and issues will have specific indicators utilized to
determine the appropriate standard and management strategy. Typically only a few
resource-related or visitor experience matters of heightened public or staff concern will
require indicators and associated standards. These will provide additional information
and guidance with management decisions.
Another practical consideration is the ability to establish and monitor indicators.
Indicators are typically quantifiable measurements or qualitative observations or events
that gauge the condition of a particular resource or resources. The use of indicators is
an additional tool to evaluate standards, can reduce the need for comprehensive
resource inventories, and allows persons without extensive technical expertise to
monitor change.
JCOS utilizes resource management techniques that are adaptive and by monitoring
resources and establishing standards, is able to provide a flow of information that may
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indicate the need to change a course of action.
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Chapter 2: Detailed Information on Deer Creek Canyon Park
Introduction:
Park Vision:
The management of Deer Creek Canyon Park reflects Jefferson County Open Space’s
mission of balancing human use with resource preservation. Deer Creek Canyon Park
is one of largest parks in the southern area of the Open Space system and is a gateway
from urban life to the mountain domain. Deer Creek Canyon Park is actively managed
to sustain its scenic and natural resource values, while providing trail-based recreational
opportunities. Rugged landforms provide an opportunity to preserve a tract of relatively
undisturbed habitat with significant natural values.
The existing trail system encourages dispersed, passive recreational opportunities and
may serve as a future trail link between the plains and the upper reaches of Deer Creek
Canyon. Deer Creek Canyon Park will also serve as the launching point of a loop trail
system connecting Deer Creek Canyon Park, Hildebrand Ranch Park, and South Valley
Park. The parking area and trailhead at Grizzly Road is the hub of this larger loop trail
system, providing multi-use access to a long distance trail experience. The developed
footprint at this site was designed to meet the needs of the various trail opportunities
regionally. Serving the needs of mountain bikers and equestrians, yet balanced with the
hiker experience, Deer Creek Canyon Park provides a gateway to an integrated Open
Space experience.
Deer Creek Canyon Park remains unique in the Open Space system because it is
partially comprised of a Gambel's oak community – this being the northernmost region
of this native plant community within an Open Space. For the observant visitor, this rare
community provides a distinctive experience. The Gambel's oak community, along with
other native plant communities in the Park, provides habitat for a diverse wildlife
population.
Deer Creek Canyon Park is managed to ensure the preservation of plant communities,
address the protection and preservation of wildlife habitat, and provide sustainable
recreational opportunities. This Park is also managed so that recreation, environmental
education and interpretation, and natural and cultural resource conservation efforts
balance natural splendor and human activity.
Location:
Deer Creek Canyon Park is located west of C-470 and south of Deer Creek Canyon
Road. Access to the Park is located on the east side of the Park. To access the Park,
take Deer Creek Canyon Road west to Grizzly Drive, turn left then right into the Park.
See Figure 1a.
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Chronology of Development:
Construction of trailhead facilities occurred from 1993 through 1995.
• Grizzly Road Improvements (paving, fire hydrant, guard rails etc.)
• February 8, 1995 Park opening
• April 22, 1995 Park Dedication
Trail development spanned 1995 through 2001.

1995
1995
1996
1995
1995
1995
1995
2000
2001

Meadowlark Trail
Homesteader Trail
Plymouth Mountain Trail
Plymouth Creek Trail
Red Mesa Trail
Golden Eagle Trail
Scenic View Trail
Black Bear Trail
Rattlesnake Gulch Trail
Total trail mileage

Mileage
1.56
1.05
2.21
2.40
2.46
0.51
0.42
2.23
0.75
13.59

Amenities:
Construction of trailhead facilities occurred from 1993 through 1995, with opening on
February 8, 1995 and dedication on April 22, 1995.
The trailhead includes:
• Grizzly Road improvements (paving, fire hydrant, guard rails etc.)
• Parking for 123 cars (5 are ADA) and 8 Horse Trailer parking spaces
• 4 small picnic shelters (2 tables & 1 grill each)
• 1 large( ADA) shelter (4 tables & 1 grill)
• Flush restroom with ADA access, bike rack, water fountain, bench and pay
phone
• Kiosk & entry sign
• Traffic counter
• Doweled fencing in parking area
• 2 memorial benches
In the spring of 2002 a Center of Population Monument, which is based on 2000 census
data, was constructed. It was dedicated on May 31, 2002.
Park Capacity:
The facility capacity of Deer Creek Canyon Park, as illustrated on the Conceptual Site
Plan, allows for 123 cars. Including non-motorized access to the area, this equates to
the potential of approximately 275 visitors at any one time on the Park.
Of the park users surveyed in 2005, 4% reported experiencing a recreational conflict,
down from 7.6 percent in 2002. The 2002 data indicated no statistically significant
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differences between mornings, afternoons and evenings, between activity types, or
between weekdays and weekends. Where conflict was noted in 2005, it was slightly
higher on the weekends (4%) than on weekdays (3%).
Acreage:
1,723 acres, more or less.
Historical Background:
Deer Creek Canyon has been a natural corridor through the Front Range foothills
toward the Colorado mountains for thousands of years. While no major archaeological
sites have been found within the present Deer Creek Canyon Park boundaries, the
presence of other sites in the area indicates use of the canyon by the region’s
prehistoric people. The Lamb Springs site, located near Chatfield Reservoir, is one of
the biggest mammoth kill sites discovered in the United States. Now owned by the
Denver Museum of Nature and Science, this site reveals the sophisticated cooperative
hunting techniques used by ancient hunters and the presence of a large prehistoric
population in the area. In historic times, plentiful resources drew the Ute, Arapaho, and
Cheyenne people to Deer Creek Canyon.
Two English families, the Williamsons and the Couches, purchased much of the land
now within Deer Creek Canyon Park. In 1872 John and Annie Williamson, their son,
John, and niece, Esther, immigrated to America, seeking relief for Mr. Williamson’s lung
disease. Given three months to live in England, John lived until 1911 in the high, dry
Colorado climate.
In the late 1890’s, another minor mining boom hit Jefferson County as small amounts of
gold, copper, and other minerals were found near the community of Critchell, five miles
southwest of Deer Creek Canyon. Wiley Phillips had homesteaded a ranch in Deer
Creek Canyon since the late 1880’s. Believing that mineral deposits equal to those at
nearby Critchell might sustain a thriving community, Phillips planned a new town,
named Phillipsburg, at the western end of present-day Deer Creek Canyon Park.
In 1992 Jefferson County Open Space purchased the remaining Red Mesa property,
creating Deer Creek Canyon Park.
Acquired:
The Deer Creek Canyon Park property is located in portions of Sections 7, 17, 18 and
19, in T. 6 S., R. 69 W. and Sections 11, 12, 13, and 14, in T. 6 S., R. 70 W., all of the
Sixth PM.
The first tract of land acquired for the Deer Creek Canyon Park is located in
Sections 7, 17, 18 and 19 of T. 6 S., R. 69 W., and Sections 12 and 13 of T. 6 S.,
R. 70 W. This property was acquired in April of 1992 from TCD North Inc., and consists
of 1,542 acres, more or less. The second phase of the TCD North Inc. acquisition
closed in June of 1992 and consists of 180 acres, more or less. Acquisition of this
property was approved by OSAC Resolution #54-91 on July 11, 1991 and the Board of
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County Commissioners Resolution #CC091-866 on November 21, 1991. The Deer
Creek Canyon Park property was acquired for public, passive recreational use,
including but not limited to trails, restrooms, parking lots, picnic facilities, camping, etc.
The third tract acquired is located in the SE¼, Section 12, T. 6 S., R. 70 W., 6th P.M.
and consists of 1 acre, more or less. This tract was acquired in October of 2001 and
was an inholding along Deer Creek Canyon Road. Acquisition of this tract was
approved by OSAC Resolution #63-00 and the Board of County Commissioners
Resolution #CC01-426 for open space and scenic preservation.
Easements:
In December of 1991, JCOS obtained an Access Easement from the Sampson Ridge
Road Association for maintenance, development and emergency purposes, without
public use as part of the purchase of the TCD North, Inc. properties. Sampson Road is
off of Deer Creek Road to the west side of the Park and there are three access points
into the Park.
In April 1992 JCOS obtained a trail corridor Easement from TCD North that would
provide trail linkage between Deer Creek Canyon Park and the easement area
conveyed by Martin-Marietta. This Easement is located in Section 17 on the southeast
property line of the Deer Creek Canyon Park. In 2001 TCD North and the County
amended the easement area for better management of the trail area that is contiguous
to White Deer Road.
In June 1992 JCOS obtained a permanent trail corridor easement from Martin-Marietta
for a public recreation trail. The trail serves as linkage between Deer Creek Canyon
and Hildebrand Ranch Parks. This Easement crosses portions of Sections 16 and 17 of
6 S., 69 W.
Natural and Cultural Resources:
In 1997, the Natural Resource staff completed a vegetation inventory on Deer Creek
Canyon Park. Interpretation of the field data determined that the property could be
delineated into five-distinct community types. The assignment of a community type
allows the land manager to make general assumptions of what wildlife, soils, forest pest
and vegetation should exist within the parameter of the community type without having
to ground truth every inch of the property to make an informed decision on best
management practices.




Five distinct plant community types exist in the Park.
• Foothills grassland
• Mountain shrubland
• Douglas-fir forest
• Ponderosa pine/Gambel's oak
• Riparian areas
Wildlife attributes of the Park:
Various large wildlife species such as mule deer, black bear, elk and mountain lions
have been seen on Deer Creek Canyon Park. The diversity of the landscape
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provides cover and browse for the larger wildlife species.
Six species of noxious weeds are found and actively managed in the Park.
Cultural Resources:
•
A Class III Cultural Resource Inventory was conducted on the Park in 2001.
•
Three cultural resources were identified within the Park boundaries including
one historic prospect, a building with some associated features and a foundation
complex from recently dismantled buildings.

Activities:
• Recreational: Hiking, mountain biking, horseback riding, and fishing.
Visitation and Use Trends:
Visitor Count data indicates that Deer Creek Canyon Park received approximately
72,586 visitors in 2005 (vehicle arrivals only).
In the summers of 2005 and 2002, Jefferson County Open Space conducted park visitor
surveys for Deer Creek Canyon Park. In both years, hiking was the most popular
activity, biking being the second most popular, and running/jogging being third. The
popularity of hiking dropped to 57% from 60% in 2002. Mountain biking dropped to 31%
from 38% in 2002, and jogging/hiking increased to 21% from 10% in 2002. Wildlife
viewing dropped only slightly, with 13% of visitors engaged in that activity in 2005
compared with almost 15% in 2002.
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Figure 2a: Deer Creek Canyon Park Location Map
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Figure 1. Deer Creek Canyon Park
Location Map
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Figure 2b: Deer Creek Canyon Park Map
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Sources: Jefferson County Open Space.
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Figure 2d: Deer Creek Canyon Park Opportunities and Constraints
Analysis
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Management Context:
This section identifies and describes the Management Context that has been
designated for Deer Creek Canyon Park. See Figure 5a.
The resource inventory has been delayed until 2003 due to drought conditions. To date,
there are no known threatened or endangered species. There are raptor nests.
While discussing natural resources, the group decided that the entire park would be
classified a Natural Area, with the exception of the parking and picnic areas, which will
be classified Recreation Services and Amenities Area. The team reserves the right to
assign a Sensitive Area designation should the resource inventory reveal the need for
such designation.
Sensitive Area Management Context:
All species of wildlife, even those that are adaptable and visible, require some degree of
undisturbed space and time for certain aspects of their life history (breeding, foraging,
resting, hiding, etc.). If portions of the landscape are available with little to no
disturbance, these species will utilize them as needed and thus continue to occupy and
utilize the entire landscape. Eventually, those species of wildlife that are adaptive will
become part of the more visible watchable wildlife that the public has come to observe
and enjoy on Open Space parks.
Deer Creek Canyon Park does not have any Sensitive Area Management Context.
Natural Area Management Context:
Below is the justification for designating all of Deer Creek Canyon Park, aside from the
trailhead area, as a Natural Area Management Context.
1. Natural surface trails provide for a variety of recreational activities. These trails
connect Deer Creek Canyon Park with South Valley Park to the north and will
eventually link with the Hildebrand Ranch Park to the east over trail easements to
provide for long, regional trail-based recreational opportunities. The park is large
enough for visitors to enjoy a quality recreational experience since they are
dispersed across the landscape.
2. The scrub oak community, along with other native plant communities in the park,
provides habitat for diverse wildlife and makes for excellent wildlife viewing.
Numerous drainages traverse the park providing travel corridors for large and small
animals alike.
Recreation Services and Amenities Management Context:
Below is the justification for designating the trailhead area as Recreation Services and
Amenities Management Context.
1. The large number of visitors at Deer Creek Canyon Park warrants the application of
a Recreation Services and Amenities Management Context to this area. This park
sees considerable human use and provides for the basic needs of park users,
including restroom facilities, picnic tables and picnic shelters.
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2. The trailhead area is ADA accessible with a combination of hard-surface and
natural-surface pathways.
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Figure 2e: Deer Creek Canyon MUD Map
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Deer Creek Canyon Park Leases, Easements, Contracts and Agreements:
Jefferson County Open Space often enters into agreements with other public and
private organizations and individuals on behalf of a park. These agreements sometimes
help the park to fulfill its recreational or stewardship objectives while providing a service
or benefit to the other party. Agreements of this type are legally binding, and as a
result, form a critical element of a park’s legal and policy context. Leases, easements,
contracts and agreements entered into on behalf of this park are outlined in Table 1a
below
TABLE 2a: DEER CREEK CANYON PARK LEASES, LICENSES, EASEMENTS,
CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS
Agreement Type
Access easement

Agreeing Parties
Jefferson County
Sampson Ridge Road
Association

Trail corridor easement

Jefferson County
Martin-Marietta

Trail corridor easement

Jefferson County
TCD North
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Description

Location

December, 1991. Access for maintenance,
development and emergency access. Access is
from Deer Creek Road on the west side of the
park. Jefferson County is a member of the
Association and contributes financially to the
maintenance or Sampson Road.

Acquisitions Files

June, 1992. JCOS obtained a permanent trail
corridor easement for a public recreation trail.
The trail serves as a link between Deer Creek
Canyon Park and the Hildebrand Ranch Park.
Portions of sections 16 and 17 of 6 S., 69 W.

Acquisitions Files

April, 1992. JCOS obtained a trail easement that
would provide trail linkage between Deer Creek
Canyon Park and the easement area conveyed by
Martin Marietta. Located on the southeast
property line. In 2001, TCD North and JCOS
amended the easement area for better
management of the trail that is contiguous to
White Deer Drive. Location in section 17 of 6 S.,
69 W.

Acquisitions Files
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Work Plan Summary:
The Figure on the following page reflects the five-year financial strategy for Hildebrand
Ranch Park. The “issue-driven” actions identified in the Schema (Figure 6a) correspond
alpha-numerically to the “Management Directions,” portions of this chapter. The
Schema (Figure 6a) shows the temporal relationship between the issues.
Definitions:
1) System-wide Priority Criteria
A decision whether to implement a particular management action is based on
system-wide priorities, which are derived from the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Universal Accessibility/life safety/public health
Resource protection
Special studies/planning
Cyclic maintenance
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***Action Map not Available***
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Action Items:
An explanation of identified issues specific to Deer Creek Canyon Park and the actions
proposed to resolve them follow. The issues and actions articulated below correspond
alpha-numerically to Figure 6a. Implementation of the preferred management options
may be limited by staffing and/or budget constraints.
There are no current actions for 2012.
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Discussion Items:
Although the following discussion items were not considered action issues by Open
Space staff, they are included here for the administrative record.
1. Phillipsburg trailhead: A parking lot at Phillipsburg was part of the preliminary
master plan (September 3, 1992) for Deer Creek Canyon Park. The team discussed
the need for development of a parking area at this location and recommend that it
not be pursued at this time for a variety of reasons. First, 125 parking spaces
already exist at the main parking lot. Second, a parking lot at Phillipsburg would
require the construction of trails to connect with those already existing, and would
require trail construction through a riparian area on the west side of the park. Third,
construction of the parking lot itself would also impact the riparian area. Finally, the
original reason for a parking lot at Phillipsburg was to disperse use; however, the
parking facility on the east side is successfully serving that purpose.
2. Mineral rights south of Deer Creek Canyon Road: 3.41 acres of park property on
the south side of Deer Creek Canyon Road are encumbered by mineral rights, which
are owned by CAMAS Colorado, Inc. The potential exists for these rights to be
exercised in the future. This would affect the south 1/2 of Section 12, 6 S. 70 W.
3. Emergency access on north side of Park: This item relates to the issue of access
to the quarry site described in Chapter IV, Management Directions. Although the
team recommends closing the informal access on the north side, consideration was
given to maintaining and improving the access for emergency use. Emergency
access exists nearby on the west side; however, the recommendation to close the
north access stands. Informal access on the north was closed with a gate.
4. Gap in fence at parking lot: The team discussed the gap that exists in the fence off
of the main parking lot. It is wide enough for a vehicle to drive through. Since
vehicles driving through the fence onto the property have not been a problem, staff
does not recommend taking any action to close the gap at this time.
5. Benches along trails: There was considerable discussion among the PMP Team
about installing benches along some of the trails. The group concluded that more
benches were not consistent with the Park vision. Therefore, installation of benches
along the trails was not recommended.
6. Emergency and maintenance access across White Deer Drive to Black Bear
Trail in White Deer Valley. During a meeting on September 30, 2002 between
Stanton La Breche, Joy Lucisano, Clay Malcolm and John Wallace of Open Space
and Robert Tartaglia and Cindy Born-Mylo of Denver Tech Center (TCD), it was
agreed that TCD would provide formal access for the above stated purposes across
White Deer Drive from its intersection with Cougar Road and Grizzly Drive to the
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point at which the Black Bear Trail easement leaves White Deer Trail to run downhill
to meet the Martin-Marietta trail easement. This is to be completed before TCD
relinquishes its management responsibilities for the subdivision to the homeowners
association. This action was completed.
7. Fence and Trail signs to direct trail traffic on Black Bear Trail along White Deer
Drive: At the same September 30, 2002 meeting mentioned in Item #6, the Black
Bear Trail fence and trail signage plan created by Jefferson County Open Space
Design and Development staff was presented to TCD. This plan was also presented
to Open Space at the April 11, 2002 PTCC Meeting. TCD stated that they would
propose the fence and sign plan to the HOA and did not anticipate any problems.
Moreover, they agreed that it was a good idea and would help placate the nearby
landowners and they also mentioned that in the future, they may install short posts
to further delineate the trail. This would however, be the responsibility of the HOA.
TCD requested photographs of a typical dowel fence, ranch gate and carsonite trail
sign. John Wallace sent digital photographs to TCD on October 2, 2002. Jeffco O.S.
and the HOA have added additional fencing.
8. Deer Creek Canyon Shoulder Widening for Bikeway: A bikeway project was
envisioned along a portion of Deer Creek Canyon Road. It included a widened
shoulder starting at the intersection of Owens and continuing west to the Phillipsburg
intersection at South Deer Creek Road. Project funding came from a South
Jefferson County Improvement District Bond initiative approved by voters in 2001.
The County Highways & Transportation Division scheduled the design phase for
2010 and construction completion in 2011. “Bike Jeffco", an on-road bicycling
advocacy group requested that the project begin earlier. The schedule was revised
to reflect a 2006 start time with construction completion by year-end. The project
was completed in 2010.
9. Black Bear Trail Easement Update, 2004; the definition of “pedestrian” in the
easement language was still in dispute into late 2007. Joy Lucisano and the
Acquisitions staff conducted an extensive file search with Jefferson County Open
Space Attorney Steve Snyder in an attempt to galvanize the multi-use intent of
JCOS regarding the easement language. While the intent for a “multi-use” trail
remains, the file research has not strongly supported this assertion by JCOS. At the
May 13th, 200_ PTCC Meeting, John Wallace presented updated information about
the easement. The term “pedestrian” was used in the original wording easement
agreement. OS has tried to get the phrase changed to included non-motorized multiuse. One neighboring resident opposes mountain bike and equestrian use of the
trail and opposes the change. Occasional calls regarding trespass enforcement and
additional signage requests are received by staff. Open Space staff has responded
including adding sections of fence and more signs. Despite the number of calls,
there is scant evidence of visitor use of the Black Bear Trail through White Deer
Valley Subdivision. Several suggestions were presented at the meeting including
closing the trail to all users and exploring the possibility of securing a bypass. The
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HOA would like exclusive access, through a gate in the north side of the fence,
along the Lockheed Martin portion of the trail. The majority of those in attendance
did not favor this idea.
10. Amendment Request to Trail Easement #92075948
The landowners (Flahive, Solich and Hall) and their representative Bob Tartaglia
with Shea Homes LP approached the County with a request to amend the easement
in February 2009. The initial request was to:
1. Reduce trail easement width from 100’ to 30’ on part of property and down to 15’
in remainder.
2. Allow for equestrian use.
This request (with one modification - to terminate part of the easement) was
presented to the Open Space Advisory Committee (OSAC) in May 2009. OSAC
passed a resolution recommending staff negotiate an amendment to the trail
easement. While the resolution acknowledges the landowners’ request to narrow or
terminate certain segments of the trail easement it does not require staff to do either.
Negotiations are still ongoing. (12/11)
11. 50 Foot Easement on Lots 14, 15 and 16 of TCD North Filing No. 2 along
Plymouth Creek Trail:
There was some concern about emergency and
maintenance access across these lots. The plat (Rec. No. F0428601, 6-13-97)
identifies a "Jefferson County Open Space Access Easement." It was unclear who
was to pay for or move a fence which prohibited access. After the September 30,
2002 meeting noted in Items #6 and #7 above, Stanton La Breche discussed this
item with Robert Tartaglia of TCD. Cindy Born-Mylo left a voicemail message with
Stanton. This message was forwarded to John Wallace, Matt Cox and Joy Lucisano
and stated that construction of the fence "would be on TCD's dime."
12. Trail safety at "The Wall:" Numerous emergency responses (mountain bikes) have
been necessary at this location on Plymouth Creek Trail. The Trails section plans
on doing a major rework of this area in 2003 as part of their regular maintenance.
This was completed in 2004.
13. Recreation Inventory: Visitor and Resource Protection are conducting a recreation
inventory for Deer Creek Canyon Park. The inventory should be completed in 2003.
Team recollection was that the project was completed in 2005.
14. Horse manure catchers: The team discussed the possibility of requiring
equestrians to use a device to catch horse waste and take it with them when they
leave. This idea was proposed as a means to keep the trails clear of horse manure
and, more importantly, to reduce the spread of noxious weeds. Requiring certified
weed-free horse feed was deemed too difficult to manage. Management Team
declined this idea.
15. Sampson Ridge Road Association easement: As part of the purchase of the Deer
Creek Canyon Park property, Open Space is obligated to pay snow plowing and
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maintenance fees to the Road Association for access to the Park from Sampson
Road. Open Space has assessed three improved property amounts for lots V, VII
and XV from the TCD property-currently $400 each for an annual total of $1,200.
One easement from Sampson Road into lot VIII is specifically described in a
document (Rec. No. 86154695, Ebers to Brown), with another into lot VII (January
12, 1979, Baca to Lawson) which is not recorded. There is no record in the
acquisition files of a third historic access into lot V.
In late 2006 and into 2007, Matt Cox further investigated with the thought of
potentially renegotiating the Road Association fees incurred by JCOS. In 2008 the
fees were approximately $2,000 per year.
16. Plymouth Creek trail, which is predominately an "inherited" road bed, has multiple
sections that are showing significant erosion. Some of these sections are becoming
more difficult for park users to negotiate. Also, the current alignment parallels a
riparian area for a significant distance. Current best trails and natural resource
practices would encourage limiting the distance humans are allowed to access the
riparian area due to its value to the flora and fauna. The Trails staff is looking into
the feasibility of rerouting a large part of Plymouth Creek Trail.
There also are concerns about erosion on Scenic View Trail. The Trails staff is
looking into the possibility of rerouting some portions of this trail in the future.
17.D.1. And D.2. Social Trails: Evaluate and Recommend Action. This action was
moved to a discussion item as recommended by the team at the 2011 annual
update.
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Chapter 3: Detailed Information on Hildebrand Ranch Park
Introduction:
Park Vision:
Hildebrand Ranch Park holds valuable natural resources. Management of this park,
and future development, will promote the protection of critical raptor nesting sites,
prairie dog colonies, wildlife corridors, rare plant colonies, and important riparian habitat.
In an effort to promote the historic ranching heritage of Hildebrand Ranch Park,
Management will focus on preserving the cultural landscape. Equestrian use at this
park, and through the regional connections, will be emblematic of the historical use on
the landscape. Historic grazing and haying activities (where appropriate) will help to
preserve the ranching tradition, and ideally control noxious weeds.
Underlying the natural and cultural resources is providing public access that does not
compromise these resources. Hildebrand Ranch Park provides a link to a greater,
regional trail system that provides multiple-use trails. In addition to long distance trails
integrating the southern Jefferson County Open Space system, shorter trails within the
park will provide local access for recreational opportunities.
The management of Hildebrand Ranch Park reflects Jefferson County Open Space’s
mission of balancing human use with resource preservation. Hildebrand Ranch Park is
a gateway to the park resources of the Deer Creek Canyon area. This Jefferson County
Open Space park is actively managed to sustain its scenic and natural resource values,
while providing trail-based recreational opportunities. Rugged landforms provide an
opportunity to preserve a tract of relatively undisturbed habitat with significant natural
values.
Location:
Hildebrand Ranch Park is located west of Colorado Highway 121 (South
Wadsworth Boulevard) with a majority of the property south of Deer Creek Canyon
Road and one small tract north of that road. Denver Botanic Gardens at Chatfield and
the TrailMark community lie between Colorado Highway 121 and Hildebrand Ranch
Park. The Hildebrand Ranch Park property is located in portions of Sections 3, 4, 8, 9,
10, 15 and 16 in T6S, R69W of the Sixth PM. (See Figure 1b.)
Chronology of Development:
• Two-Brands Trail was completed and opened to the public in July of 2005
• The cistern roof was rebuilt to maintain its integrity in 2004.
• Some of the outbuildings and a considerable length of fence along Deer Creek
Canyon Road were crushed in the heavy snows of March 2003.
• In 2008 conceptual planning, design and permitting for the initial trailhead parking
and entry drive were completed.
• In 2009 construction was completed of turn lanes on Deer Creek Canyon Road,
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•
•

an asphalt entry drive and a permeable interlocking concrete paver parking area.
The Park dedication celebration occurred in May of 2010.
Planning, design and permitting of trailhead facilities associated with the new
parking area was started 2010.

Amenities:
• Two-Brands Trail (3.7 miles connecting the north side of the TrailMark
community with the south side of the TrailMark community.)
• Approximately 10 to 11 miles of fence
• The ranch building complex, which consisted of a roofed cistern, house, root
cellar, barn and associated workshop, workshop/granary, garage and one
chicken coop.
• As of 2010 The barn and roofed cistern remain
• Parking area for 52 cars plus 3 accessible spaces
• Parking for approximately four equestrian rigs
• Improvements to drainage and irrigations ditches
Park Capacity:
The ultimate need for parking may be in the range of 70 to 100 vehicles, along with
parking for horse trailers. The initial phase of parking construction was planned to be in
the 40 to 50 vehicle range to allow monitoring of the levels of use on the Park and the
impact on cultural and natural resources.
Managing visitor capacity on this park is going to be difficult since the primary
management tool of limiting the size of the parking facilities is not practical in this
situation. There will be a number of trail connections to other parks in the area allowing
visitors to park at those facilities and not on Hildebrand Ranch Park itself. There is also
a large subdivision adjacent to the park that will allow walk-in users. Therefore, the
park’s visitor capacity may need to be managed through seasonal closures of certain
trail sections or other types of use restrictions to protect natural resources.
Acreage:
Hildebrand Ranch Park now contains 1,653 acres, more or less.
Historical Background:
Hildebrand Ranch Park is characterized by two major landforms. The western half
consists of the tilted and up-lifted rock planes of the Lyons, Dakota, and Niobrara
formations, forced out of the earth by the creation of the Rocky Mountains. The eastern
half is a grassland area lying upon the uplifted and eroded piedmont plains. On
Hildebrand Ranch Park the softer rock of the tilted rock formations have eroded,
exposing the harder rock, which we know as the Hogbacks.
Frank and Elizabeth Hildebrand, both natives of Germany, came to America as youths.
Frank started west across the plains in 1859, settling in the Platte River bottom, near
the mouth of Clear Creek. In 1864 heavy floods ruined his crops and Frank sold out,
becoming a freighter between Denver and Cheyenne, and working in Georgetown
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District placer mines. Elizabeth came to America at age 18 in 1864. They met and
married between 1859 and 1865.
In 1866 Frank Hildebrand settled in Deer Creek. Although the records about
Hildebrand’s acquisition of the land are somewhat contradictory, the ownership was
undisputed. Hildebrand is believed to have homesteaded, but one book of records in
the County Clerk and Recorder’s office shows it as a “soldier’s bounty” patent from the
United States government after the Civil War. Another County record book records a
warranty deed conveying Deer Creek valley land from Mr. and Mrs. Peter Peterson to
Frank Hildebrand on November 10, 1866.
In 1866, Elizabeth arrived on Frank’s new ranch, 160 acres of uncultivated prairie land.
The Hildebrand family began to graze cattle, but it was necessary to break some of the
prairie to raise crops for their winter feed. Breaking one or two acres behind a horsedrawn one-way hand plow was considered a good day’s work.
Mr. Hildebrand slowly increased his cultivated acreage, but poor harvests forced him to
begin irrigating. The irrigation increased production of grain crops and allowed the
planting of alfalfa. Early irrigation ditches, dug using a horse drawn two-handled “slip,”
similar to but larger than a hand grain scoop, were 2-3 feet wide and 12-18 inches deep.
On June 17, 1971, to provide adequate flood control, the Secretary of the Army
condemned 333.73 acres of the original Hildebrand Ranch holdings and improvements.
This land became the site of Chatfield Reservoir, built by the Army Corps of Engineers
and managed by the State as Chatfield State Recreation Area. In March 1973, the City
and County of Denver leased 750 acres at the Chatfield Reservoir site from the federal
government, including 67 acres for the Denver Botanic Garden’s arboretum and
environmental study area. A 5-acre area within the Arboretum’s 67 acres, including
most of the ranch’s buildings, was accepted into the National Register of Historic Places
on March 13, 1975. This land is a portion of the original land deeded to Frank
Hildebrand by the Petersons in 1866. Jefferson County Open Space purchased 1,454
acres of the Hildebrand Ranch on February 23, 2001.
Acquired:
In June of 1992 a parcel of land, located in the E½E½ of Sections 8 and 17, was
acquired as part of Deer Creek Canyon Park from TCD North Inc. This parcel is now
managed as part of Hildebrand Ranch Park and consists of 71 acres, more or less.
Acquisition of this property was approved by OSAC Resolution #54-91 on
July 11, 1991, and the Board of County Commissioners Resolution #CC91-866 on
November 21, 1991.
Hildebrand Ranch Park reached the bulk of its current configuration with the acquisition
of the Stockwell/Hildebrand property on February 23, 2001 (containing 1,454 acres,
more or less.) This property was acquired for protection of wildlife habitat and riparian
areas, open space, trails, and scenic preservation of the Front Range Mountain
Backdrop/Foreground Preservation area. Acquisition of this property was approved by
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OSAC Resolution #01-01 on January 4, 2001, and the Board of County Commissioners
Resolution #CC01-043 on January 30, 2001.
On June 22, 2007 The Johns Manville Corporation conveyed 1 acre, more or less to the
County.
The property was acquired for the reasons assigned in the
Stockwell/Hildebrand purchase. Acquisition was approved by OSAC Resolution #07-16
on June 7, 2007 and the Board of County Commissioners Resolution #CC07-315 on
June 19, 2007.
Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) provided grant funding to the County that was
applied to the acquisition costs of the Hildebrand Ranch Property. In consideration of
the Grant, the County and GOCO authorized a Grant Agreement that set out the
Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions to be followed in the future development of 711
acres, more or less, of the property. (See Figure 2c.)
Exchanged:
On September 30, 2005, the County exchanged 32.465 acres of the Hildebrand Ranch
property to the Ken-Caryl Ranch Metropolitan District for 86.007 acres, which is now a
part of the South Valley Park. The 32.465 acres traded is north of the Deer Creek
Canyon Road in portions of Sections 4 and 8, T6S, R69W. This exchange was
approved by OSAC Resolution #04-19 on September 2, 2004 and the Board of County
Commissioners Resolution #CC05-413 on September 13, 2005.
Access Easement:
Included in this acquisition was an Access Easement through a portion to the Chatfield
Green Subdivision (also commonly known as the TrailMark community) The Easement
begins at Trailmark Parkway and runs southwest to the north line of Section 15 and
provides access to the Hildebrand Ranch property.
Trail Easement:
On September 29, 2005 The City of Littleton granted a Trail Construction and Access
Easement over a portion of property in the TrailMark Subdivision that was dedicated to
the City for park purposes. The total Easement area is 0.952 acres, and was granted at
no cost to the County. OSAC was briefed on this Easement on October 21, 2004, and
approved by the Board of County Commissioners Resolution #CC05-366 on August 16,
2005.
Trail License:
On October 6, 2004 Xcel Energy granted a License to the County that allowed the
construction and public use of two trail segments that cross Xcel- owned land. The total
license area is 0.34 acres, more or less, and was granted at no cost to the County.
OSAC was briefed on this License on August 5, 2004, and approved by the Board of
County Commissioners Resolution #CC04-490 on September 21, 2004.
Water:
The County also acquired certain senior decreed water rights in the Hildebrand
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property, which includes 13.10 cubic feet per second (cfs) of direct water flow, 1.11 cfs
of ground water and a contract storage right for 1.5 cfs of water in Hildebrand Reservoir,
diverted from Deer Creek. The decreed uses for these water rights are irrigation; stock
watering and domestic uses from the Hildebrand Well.
Leased:
The County continues to maintain a State Land Board Lease of 160 acres, more or less,
in the NW¼ of Section 16, T. 6 S., R. 69 W. This tract of land is leased for a five-year
term. The current lease term expires January 1, 2010. This Lease renewal was
approved by OSAC Resolution #04-27 on November 4, 2004 and the Board of County
Commissioners Resolution #CC04-678 on December 14, 2004.
Minerals:
A total of 1,120 net mineral acres, more or less, were reserved from the Hildebrand
Ranch Property.
Natural and Cultural Resources:
A Class III Cultural Resource Inventory was conducted by SWCA, Inc. on the Park in
2001. Although the park has a rich farming and ranching history since the mid-1800’s,
only three cultural resources were identified. These resources are associated with the
early settlement of the area by the Hildebrands. Two of these resources were
considered by SWCA, Inc. as potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places. The first is the complex of ranch buildings labeled in the SWCA, Inc.
report as the Stockwell/Hildebrand Ranch. This site was recommended as eligible for
listing "due to its association with early attempts at domestic agriculture in the region,
the integrity of its buildings, and having been owned and operated by the original family
since its original founding." The second site is the Selzell ditch. This site was
recommended as eligible for listing "due to its association with early attempts at
domestic agriculture in the region and its likely association with the Hildebrand family,
who originally settled in the area in the 1860s." The lack of any finds associated with
early Native Americans and prehistoric cultures is probably due to the long history of the
park being farmed and ranched.







Three cultural resource findings were identified on the site in the Class III Cultural
Resource Inventory.
Two of the resources are considered potentially eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places
The other building s have been determined to be less significant and will be
replaced with new structures with similar massing and building characteristics
that will be designed for new purposes
The resource inventory produced no finds associated with early Native
Americans or prehistoric cultures
The major natural resource attributes of Hildebrand Ranch Park include:
The Foothills-Canyon Riparian communities of Deer Creek and Mill Creek
• The Foothills Shrubland community
• The Foothills-Meadows community
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• The Ponderosa Pine Savannah community
This mosaic of habitat types provides an environment that supports several
raptors, prairie dogs, mule deer, elk, bear, mountain lion and burrowing owls.
The Dakota, Lyons and Niobrara hogbacks are dominant landforms in the Park.
The Dakota hogback is part of the Ken-Caryl Hogback complex, which the
Colorado Natural Heritage Program designated a Conservation Site
The park contains habitat for several rare plant species, several of which have
been identified on the property

Activities:
Based on trail access via Black Bear Trail from Deer Creek Canyon Park. This trail
currently ends at the State Land Lease and off-trail activity in the State Land Lease and
adjacent Deer Creek parcels is permitted but not promoted due to potential natural
resource impacts. The eastern portion of the Park is open to public use via Two-Brands
Trail from the TrailMark community. (See Figure 3c.)
Visitation and Use Trends:
The Park was closed to public use until July of 2005, at which time the Two-Brands Trail
was complete. With completion of the parking area, there is an increasing amount of
use occurring. It is estimated that use will increase in the future when the trails and
completed trailhead development become fully used. Based on user counts from both
South Valley and Deer Creek Canyon Parks, future annual use is estimated to be about
45,000 users.
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Figure 3a: Hildebrand Ranch Park Location Map

Figure 1. Hildebrand Ranch Park
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Figure 3b: Hildebrand Ranch Park Map
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Figure 3d: Hildebrand Ranch Park Opportunities and Constraints Analysis
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Management Context:
This section identifies and describes the Management Context that have been
designated for Hildebrand Ranch Park. See Figure 5b.
Sensitive Management Context:
Below is the justification for designating the area centered on the Mill Creek drainage a
Sensitive Management Context and, thereby, limiting and controlling public access.
This Sensitive Area presents an excellent opportunity to accomplish one of Open
Space’s primary mission goals of protecting, preserving, enhancing and restoring the
natural resources. In addition, it is not so large that it precludes the park from allowing
other goals such as interpretive programming and trail-based recreational opportunities.
All species of plants and wildlife require some degree of undisturbed space and time for
certain aspects of their life cycle such as breeding, foraging, resting, hiding, etc. for
them to maintain a healthy population. By preserving this landscape size area, it will
serve as a core area to allow the various species to continue to populate the other
areas of the park that are subject to human disturbances, but where the public can view
them.
Below are some of the reasons used to justify designating the area south of Deer Creek
Canyon Road, west of the Dakota Hogback north of the inter-hogback saddle to the
west boundary of the park.
1. Within this area are several different types of habitat communities which form the
ecological landscape. These include foothills riparian, two foothills shrublands,
meadows, ponderosa pine savanna, rock outcropping and cliffs.
2. Mill Creek is a very narrow canyon that has riparian vegetation in the bottom and
rocky cliffs on the sides. It is used extensively as a wildlife travel corridor
between Deer Creek Canyon Park and Hildebrand Ranch Park by bears, lions
and deer.
3. Cliff habitat is some of the rarest type. This area includes two hogbacks and the
canyon along Mill Gulch.
4. All of this area is within the boundary of the Ken-Caryl Hogback Complex, which
the Colorado Natural Heritage Program designated as a Conservation Site.
5. A floristic survey conducted by the Denver Botanic Gardens has identified rare
plant species in this area. They have also identified one species that is in
jeopardy of becoming extirpated because it is used for herbal remedies and the
demand for the plant exceeds what is cultivated for the local and international
commercial markets in addition to the recreational collector.
6. Although no Preble’s mice have been found in this area yet, it contains good
habitat for the mouse. There are known populations of the mouse downstream in
Chatfield State Park.
7. This area has been designated by the Colorado Division of Wildlife as critical
winter range for deer and elk .
8. The Colorado Natural Areas Program has designated the Dakota Hogback as a
natural area.
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Natural Area Management Context:
The Hildebrand Ranch property is a large piece of property with unique landscape
features, which create a mosaic of habitat types. This mosaic allows wildlife to forage,
breed, travel, and live on all parts of the park. In order to maintain these habitat types
and the wildlife populations that rely on them for their survival needs, the rest of the
property will be designated natural.
Below is the justification for designating the southern and eastern portions of Hildebrand
Ranch Park a Natural Management Context.
1. The portion of Hildebrand Ranch that will be designated "natural" contains diverse
landscape features, such as the portions of the hogback, portions of the Deer Creek
riparian area, and shortgrass prairie elements east and south of the hogbacks. Each
of these features has different plant communities and habitat for wildlife.
2. The presence of prairie dogs on these parts of the property make it suitable
burrowing owl habitat, which is a threatened species in Colorado. An owl was seen
in 2001 on the southern end of the property.
3. The Denver Botanic Gardens floristic inventory of the property showed that two rare
species of plants were found in the riparian areas. The sensitive area protects a
portion of these populations and the natural area will contain a portion of these
populations as well.
4. Raptor nests exist on the property that will be protected with seasonal closures. The
hogbacks and the riparian areas provide suitable areas for raptor nests. Potential
nesting sites on the property will be surveyed in the near future.
5. Elk and mule deer are often seen on the entire property. The Colorado Division of
Wildlife has classified a majority of the property as critical wintering range for mule
deer. The different habitat types provide good foraging opportunities for these
species.
6. Signs of black bear and lion can be found throughout the property. Black bears
forage in the Deer Creek riparian area and are often seen further east on the
property. Lions have historically been seen on the property, which is due to the
habitat and the available prey (mule deer) in the area.
Recreation Services and Amenities Management Context:
Hildebrand Ranch Park has no areas designated Recreation Services and Amenities.
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Hildebrand Ranch Park Leases, Easements, Contracts and Agreements:
Jefferson County Open Space often enters into agreements with other public and
private organizations and individuals on behalf of a park. These agreements sometimes
help the park to fulfill its recreational or stewardship objectives while providing a service
or benefit to the other party. Agreements of this type are legally binding, and as a
result, form a critical element of a park’s legal and policy context. Leases, easements,
contracts and agreements entered into on behalf of this park are outlined in Table 1b
below.
TABLE: 3a HILDEBRAND RANCH PARK NAME LEASES, LICENSES,
EASEMENTS, CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS
Agreement Type

Agreeing Parties

Description

Location

Mineral Reservation

U.S.A.

Minerals reserved in Patent

Bk 10 Pg 162, Patent #78,
Patent #39

Right of Way
Reservation

Kansas Pacific
Railway

Railway Right of Way

Bk 10 Pg 241

Easement

John C. Bertolette

Easement for Fairview Ditch

Bk92 Pg 232

Easement

New Hampshire Real
Estate Co.

For use of Fairview Ditch

Bk 100 Pg 544

Deed Restriction

Quit Claim Deed

Right of Way For ingress and Egress

Bk 608 Pg 158

Easement

Public Service Co.

Utility and Power Easement

Bk 1786 Pg 770

Mineral Reservation

Union Pacific Railroad
Co.

Mineral Reservation

Bk 2251 Pg 796

Easement

I.R.E.A.

Electric Utility Line

Bk 2806 Pg 545

Inclusion into Fire
District

Bancroft Fire District

Fire Protection

Rec. #80004234

Slope Easement

First City Investments

Ditch Maintenance

Rec. #88033384

Resolution

City of Littleton

Development Plan

Rec. #91049601

Mineral Reservation

State Land Board

Mineral Reservation in Patent

Bk 526 Pg 329

Lease(Expired)

Tony Adams

Farm Lease

Rec. #F1189099

Restriction

State Land Board

Restriction of Mineral Development

Rec. #F1327026

License(Expired)

Colorado Sunshine
Honey Co.

Bee hive placement

Not Recorded

Drainage Easement

Johns Manville

Drainage easement from Johns Manville
Property to Deer Creek Canyon Road

Rec. #2005119700
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Work Plan Summary:
The Figure on the following page reflects the five-year financial strategy for Hildebrand
Ranch Park. The “issue-driven” actions identified in the Schema (Figure 6b) correspond
alpha-numerically to the “Management Directions,” portions of this chapter. The
Schema (Figure 6b) shows the temporal relationship between the issues.
Definitions:
1) System-wide Priority Criteria
A decision whether to implement a particular management action is based on
system-wide priorities, which are derived from the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Universal Accessibility/life safety/public health
Resource protection
Special studies/planning
Cyclic maintenance
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Figure 3f: Hildebrand Ranch Actions Map
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Action Items:
An explanation of identified issues specific to Hildebrand Ranch Park and the actions
proposed to resolve them follow. The issues and actions articulated below correspond
alpha-numerically to Figure 6b. Implementation of the preferred management options
may be limited by staffing and/or budget constraints. In-house construction is assumed.
A. Denver Botanic Gardens at Chatfield (DBG) Collaboration “Complete”
See Discussion Item #13
B. TrailMark Collaboration “Complete”
See Discussion Item #14
Black Bear Trail Connection
C.1. Hildebrand Ranch trail system will connect with the Black Bear Trail from Deer
C.2. Creek Canyon Park. The preferred option connects Black Bear Trail with
C.3. Hildebrand Ranch Park, using the Lockheed-Martin land south of the Park, which
C.4. eliminates the need to build trail over the two hogbacks. If negotiations with
Lockheed-Martin and the State Land Board are successful, trail design will
include the “cul-de-sac,” which creates a loop between the two hogbacks. If the
preferred option is not possible, the connection can be made by construction of a
trail over the two hogbacks.
Actions to be addressed include: 1) Pursue acquisition of a trail corridor through
the Lockheed-Martin property. This may include exploration of additional land
acquisitions beyond the basic needs for trail access and may include exploration
of acquiring rights to access along the existing road south of the HRP property.
This is identified as OS03-049. 2) Pursue acquisition of a trail corridor through
the State Land, if Issue ”M” does not lead to acquisition of the State Land Board
property. 3) Design trail along the selected route. 4) Construct trail connection
to Black Bear Trail.
Core Trail: “Two-Brands Trail”
D.1. Design of the core loop - Complete
D.2. Construction of the core trail loop - Complete
Trail: HRP to Kathy Johnson (Reframed 08) -See Discussion item #22
E.1. Evaluate existing natural resource data. – Complete
E.2. Determine if more data is needed. – Complete
E.3. Gather baseline data. – Complete
E.4. Identify recreational needs. – Complete
E.5. Decide if corridor is acceptable. – Complete
E.6. Decide if trail is a go or a no go. – Complete
E.7.

This project changed direction over the course of 2007. The original Action Items
E.1. to E.6. (Collect and evaluate resource data and then decide if the trail should
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be constructed) have been completed. It has been determined that this trail
connection will not be made at this time, but will be looked at again at some point
in the future. The next set of Action Items (B.7. – B.13.) are no longer applicable
at this time and have been removed. Action Item B.14., Monitoring the riparian
area, is now Action Item E.7.. This Action needs to remain in place so that if the
development of this trail is reinstated, up to date natural resource data is
available. Periodically, the data will be evaluated to detect any changes in
resource conditions and make management recommendations if needed. The
2008 report is available in the PMP Resource information file.
Actions to be addressed included: 1) Monitoring Deer Creek riparian corridor.
2) Evaluate data.
Johns Manville Property Acquisition
F.1. Actions F.1. – F.3. were completed in 2007 leading to acquisition of this property.
F.2. See Chapter II under “Acquired” for details.
Initial Trailhead–Ranch House Area
G.1. Plan and conceptual design of parking at the ranch house location. – Complete
G.2. Given the reluctance of the Denver Botanic Gardens at Chatfield to commit to a
G.3. collaborative parking solution, the planning team has agreed that the Ranch
G.4. House location should be examined as a potential trailhead location. A planning
G.5. analysis was done and Management Team endorsed further development of the
G.6. parking/trailhead concept at this location. This will complement the exploration
G.7. of the south lot location described in Issue A, and the potential parking access
G.8. being explored with Lockheed Martin described in Issue C.
Due to a
dependence on the outcome of the Historic Structures Assessment (Issue J.2.),
this Issue is now broken down into three tracks: one for the parking and one for
the trailhead facilities and one for the trail connections.
Actions to be addressed include:
Parking
2) Prepare construction documents and obtain permits for this parking.
Complete
3) Construction of the parking improvements. Construction started in late 2008
and was substantially completed in late 2009.
Trailhead
4) Plan and schematic design of trailhead facilities at the ranch house location.
5) Prepare construction documents and obtain permits for trailhead facilities.
6) Construct of the trailhead improvements.
Trail Connections
7) Layout and construction of trail from trailhead to Two-Brands Trail.
8) Layout and construction of trail from trailhead to Chatfield Bluffs.
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Grassland Management Plan
H.1. & H.2. (Deer Creek Riparian Area Fencing) are complete.
Grazing Management Plan
H.3. H.4.&H.5. (Grazing Management Plan) are complete- See Discussion Item #20
One of the vision elements for the park is to maintain the traditional land use of
grazing. In order to ensure that grazing does not have a negative impact on the
resources, a management plan was developed. Given the number of acres to be
grazed, the animal unit months per acre, the necessary pasture rotation
schedule, resource objectives, and especially fencing needs and water source
needs. The Grazing Management Plan recommended by Natural Resources and
the PMP Team was approved by the Open Space Management Team in 2006.
The Grazing Management Plan recommends that grazing will not be pursued at
this time. See discussion item #20 for more details on this plan.
H.6 (Analyze Need for Ranch Structures) is complete. In 2008 the Natural Resources
section determined that any facility or storage needs could be met with off-site
facilities and that this allows Action G.4 to proceed with only due consideration
of any opportunities that may present themselves.
Haying Management Plan
H.6. An important vision element for Hildebrand Ranch Park is to maintain the
H.7. traditional land use of haying. The water resources acquired with this park, as
H.10. well as a properly functioning irrigation system, are critical in maintaining haying
options. Other issues concerning haying operations include finding a leasee that
will be willing to accept a haying contract for selected areas of relatively small
acreage. Additionally, there has been discussion of combining the haying and
grazing leases into one package to facilitate management and coordination of
agricultural efforts.
Plan for Use of Water Rights/Irrigation Improvements on the Hayland Ditch Historic records for the Hayland Ditch indicate that the water which the County
has rights to divert from the Deer Creek stream flow is adequate to irrigate
approximately 100 acres of land. This 100 acres has been set forth in the haying
management plan to include: 9 acres north of Deer Creek and east of Oleo
Acres, and 74 acres north of Deer Creek east of the ranch stead to the east
boundary line of HRP. These two plots total approximately 83 acres.
In addition, it is in the interest of the Park Vision to continue to divert water
through the Hayland Ditch which, in addition to providing irrigation to the plots
listed above, may provide recharge of the Deer Creek aquifer and thus support
riparian corridor vegetation and stream viability. This flow could then be diverted
through the Garden Ditch (using the Huggins priority) to irrigate the 16 acres
below the Garden Ditch. With this use the total of 100 acres (99) is
approximated.
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Other rights with varying priorities are owned by the County on Hildebrand Ranch
Park, however, many of these rights may be difficult to exercise due to the
existence of higher-priority, up-stream rights of diversion. Therefore our main
thrust will be to irrigate the 99 acres noted above and make improvements on the
Hayland Ditch to facilitate this irrigation. The actions needed for this emphasis
are broken down below.
Actions to be addressed include:
7) Plan for the use of existing water rights and irrigation Improvements.
7.1) Document Hayland Ditch diversions and use. Now considered as a base item ongoing item beginning in 2012.
7.2)
Identify H&T changes in Deer Creek Canyon Road at Hayland Ditch
headgate.(complete in 2010)
7.3) Design Changes to Hayland Ditch structures(complete in 2010).
7.4) Construct changes to Hayland Ditch structures (complete in 2011).
7.5) Design Hayland Ditch bypass @ culvert #3 (J-M) coordinating with H&T.(complete
in 2008)
7.6) Construct Hayland Ditch bypass at culvert #3 (J-M) underway in 2009
7.7) Design Hayland Ditch bypass @ culvert #2 (2nd pt. of discharge) Coordinate with
H&T.(complete in 2008)
7.8) Construct Hayland Ditch bypass @ culvert #2 coordinating with H&T. (complete in
2009)
10) Evaluate prairie dog needs and develop prairie dog management plan for the Park.
(complete in 2008)
Interpretive Services :
Non-Personal Services
I.1.
The provision of interpretive opportunities is identified in Hildebrand Ranch
I.2.
Park’s Conceptual Site Plan. The management action to address this issue is to
design and construct interpretive wayside exhibits and other non-personal
services in the Natural and Recreation Services and Amenities areas of the Park,
per the Interpretive Master Plan.
Once developed, it is staff’s recommendation that the interpretive media plan
include interpretive media signage that focuses on the natural and cultural
resources of the Park, and further compliments the interpretive media developed
at nearby parks – South Valley Park and Deer Creek Canyon Park.
Actions to be addressed include:
1) Design interpretive media.
2) Fabricate interpretive media.
Personal Services
I.3.
It is staff’s recommendation that interpretive programs be offered at Hildebrand
I.4.
Ranch Park once the park has been developed. Lookout Mountain Nature Center
is charged with offering public programs within the Sensitive Area on a limited
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basis and to offer specific programs oriented to the residents of the Trailmark
subdivision adjacent to the park.
Actions to be addressed include:
3) Offer both group and public interpretive programs once basic facilities have been
established including those specifically oriented to the TrailMark subdivision adjacent to
the Park.(complete 2010)
4) Offer special programs within the designated Sensitive Area on a limited basis.
Ranch Buildings Use/Condition
J.1. Obtain Grant from CHS for Historic Structure Assessment Study - Complete
J.2. The Historic Structure Assessment was completed in 2008. The overarching
conclusion (in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer) was that
the Open Space Hildebrand Ranch building grouping did not have sufficient merit
on its own to justify a nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. The
conclusion was that only it’s association with the older, main ranch house
grouping now under management of the Denver Botanic Gardens would present
a strong justification for National Register nomination.
A preliminary building condition assessment of the buildings by the Open Space
Building Maintenance & Construction crew indicated that the buildings were in
fair to poor condition. It now can be stated that the visual/ cultural-landscape
impact of buildings which the team may recommend to remain and stated use of
the buildings will be the determining factor in defining which buildings are to be
refurbished/maintained and the appropriate level of repair. These considerations
will be incorporated into Action G.4 above. -Complete
Ken-Caryl Land Exchange- OS03-014 - Complete
K.1. Due-diligence - Complete
K.2. Exchange agreement – Complete
State Land Board Property Acquisition (Lease) OS91-122
M.1. The State Land Board property is a 160-acre tract of land on the southwest
M.2. corner of Hildebrand Ranch Park which is currently leased from the State Land
M.3. Board, through 2009. Upon expiration of the lease, acquisition of this property
will need to be re-examined. This property is contiguous to the Lockheed Martin
easement which allows the Black Bear Trail to connect to Deer Creek Canyon
Park . The acquisition of this tract will secure ownership of land contiguous to
Hildebrand Ranch. This land is suitable for scenic preservation, trail purposes,
wildlife habitat, and natural resource protection. This project is identified as
OS91-122.
Actions to be addressed include:
1) Due Diligence.
2) Submit bid to State Land Board.
3) If bid is accepted, close on property.
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Connect Two-Brands Trail to State Park
N.1. This Action Item is an outgrowth of Action Item “A” which included making a trail
N.2. connection from Hildebrand Ranch Park to Chatfield State Park as part of a
N.3. larger agreement with the Denver Botanic Gardens at Chatfield and the Army
N.4. Corps of Engineers for trails on property they manage and own. Since the
Denver Botanic Gardens at Chatfield said no to an agreement, it terminated
Action Item “A”. However, staff is still interested in making a connection with the
State Park. This action Item designed to make that connection.
Actions to be addressed include:
1) Collaborative planning with potential landowners
2) Determine trail location.
3) Obtain agreements.
4) Obtain permits and construct trail
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Discussion Items:
Although the following discussion items were not considered issues by Open Space
staff, they are included here for the administrative record. Discussion Items:
1. Chatfield Balloonport Association
The Chatfield Balloonport Association (whose balloonists take off from Chatfield
State Park) requested the use of the east side of Hildebrand Ranch for "urgent"
balloon landings. Following discussions with Open Space’s Management Team the
planning team recommended and Management Team concurred, that Open Space
not allow “urgent” balloon landings on the park.
Policy-Related Concerns
This activity would violate the Natural Area Management Context Designation, which
specifically states this activity is not to occur in areas designated Natural, Parkland
or Sensitive unless it is an emergency situation. Consistency in policy application is
important.
The Management Directions for Open Space lands and Open Space Rules and
Regulations also state that off-road motorized vehicles are not allowed, except by
official emergency responders or by JCOS staff on official business.
The activity being proposed by the balloonists could be interpreted as a violation of
the following rules: 5.84.6 Fire, 5.84.22 Launching of Missiles or Crafts, 5.84.13
Livestock/ Grazing Harassment, 5.84.9 Use of Motorized Vehicles, 5.84.36 Wildlife
Protection, and 5.84.37 Destruction of Wildlife habitat. (See Jefferson County Open
Space Rules and Regulations.)
This activity does not coincide with the grazing vision of this park. Staff is concerned
about the effect a landing might have on cattle-grazing on the park. This concern is
not only the direct response to the cattle themselves, but more importantly the
additional burden that exposure to this type of risk would bring to our negotiations
with a rancher willing to meet our environmental objectives. We may need to be
prepared to reimburse our lessee for damages (real and perceived).
The GOCO covenant restrictions that were placed on the easement states that
motorized vehicle use and active recreational uses are inconsistent with the
conservation values for which the easement was established. There is no obvious
and clearly defined boundary that separates the area encumbered with the GOCO
easement and the property that is not. There is also a relatively short distance
between the subdivision and the easement. (See map at the end of this Discussion
Item section.)
Balloon-related Concerns
There is potential that a balloon’s propane tanks could start a wildfire.
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The area in the south part of the park does not have access from a public road. The
only way to get there is to drive completely through the park, across open country.
There could reasonably be a temptation to access this area in ways that would prove
detrimental to the park’s neighbors in the Trail Mark community.
Environmental Concerns
Possible disruption of a burrowing owl nesting site, which may be located on the
southern end of the property. There is another, smaller prairie dog colony on the
north side of the park that also needs to be protected, since any prairie dog holes
are potential burrowing owl habitat.
The preferred balloon-retrieval method is to walk the balloon out to a chase vehicle
while it is inflated, thereby negating the need to drive off designated roads.
Nonetheless, the potential jeopardy to the environment was felt to be too great,
considering that there are not many defined service roads on the property. Driving
cross-country could create paths for people to follow, thus creating unauthorized
social trails. In addition, the landing of a balloon under any situation will create an
opportunity for park visitors and the public to move toward the excitement, ignoring
the trails and creating more damage to the natural resources.
The hay fields are irrigated could be very soft and may be damaged by the balloon
and recovery team, and the dragging of the balloon as it lands. Similar results could
also happen on the non-irrigated areas.
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Map of Limitations on Hot Air Balloon
Landings/Launchings

2. Ranch Building Conditions/Use
At the time of acquisition old buildings existed on the park in the area of the ranch
house. The early impression of Building Maintenance and Construction after
inspection of the buildings was that they are not in very good condition. Their
impression was that the buildings should be demolished unless some use is
identified that would justify the large resources needed to bring the buildings to a
useable condition. An exception to this conclusion was the roofed cistern, which
was recognized as an unusual example of a water storage system with a great deal
of character. Building Maintenance and Construction conducted a restoration of the
cistern in 2004 to preserve this resource for the future. Some of the outbuildings
west of the trailhead were crushed in the heavy snows of March 2003, while the
loafing sheds east of the trailhead were demolished in 2009.
With regard to the other buildings, the conclusion of the planning team was that
Open Space should:
• Assess historical significance of the buildings.
• Assess physical condition of the buildings.
• Assess utilities available to the buildings.
• Assess potential of buildings to be used for ranching activities.
This conclusion weighed heavily in the discussion of the two following discussion
points.
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Following a Historic Structures Assessment completed in 2008, in 2009 the existing
ranch buildings were evaluated as a whole to determine their value as the setting of the
cultural landscape of the area's ranching history. The conclusion of this evaluation was
that the largest, oldest barn should be evaluated to determine if it can be adaptively
reused and renovated for interpretive or other purposes. The other building s were
determined to be less significant and will be replaced with new structures with similar
massing and building characteristics that will be designed for new purposes. Planning,
design and permitting of trailhead facilities associated with the new parking area is
scheduled for 2010.
In the fall or 2009, Larry Vickerman, Director of Denver Botanic Garden at Chatfield was
approached regarding whether they were interested in any of the existing buildings at
HRP that could be reused at the DBG-Chatfield site. They expressed interested in the
bunk house and a small shed. With the assistance of the JCOS Building Maintenance
and Construction staff, these buildings were moved in the winter of 2010. Larry was
also offered an old tractor found on the property, but elected not to take this so it was
disposed of.
3. Living History Farm
A suggestion was made at the September 18, 2002, Open House to use the existing
ranch buildings as a living history farm. This concept would include using the
property for historic ranching activities, including grazing. Currently, the buildings are
being evaluated for ranching use, and grazing is envisioned as a resource
management tool. More significantly, a living history farm currently operates in
Littleton and the adjacent Denver Botanic Garden at Chatfield provides similar
facilities and programs. The planning team recommends that the Open Space
program not duplicate existing services provided by other jurisdictions offering
comparable facilities in the vicinity.
4. Pegasus Program
The Pegasus Program, which helps children with disabilities develop better
coordination through horseback riding, has requested to use part of Hildebrand
Ranch for its program. After some discussion that the use seemed very laudatory
and the horseback aspect might be compatible with the ranching vision, the team
reached the conclusion that it would not be appropriate to restrict the use of even a
small part of the Hildebrand Ranch to only one user group.
5. Multi-Use Trails Conflict Potential
Questions were raised at the September 18, 2002, Open House about multiple-use
trails. Jefferson County Open Space's philosophy is one of multiple-use. When
possible, the agency provides trail opportunities for hikers, mountain bikers and
equestrians. A variety of trail management schemes are used at Open Space. In
some cases, hiker-only trails exist on parks. At Centennial Cone Park an alternating
weekend days scheme has been implemented.
Public concern was expressed at the September 18, 2002, Open House regarding
the compatibility of equestrians and mountain bikers sharing trails. The planning
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team is recommending a multi-use trail system, without duplicate parallel trails for
separating uses.
Staff will research equestrian/mountain bike conflicts and
determine whether these two user groups could share the trails. Consideration will
be given to segregated trails, alternating days of use, and/or other trail management
alternatives.
6. Equine Waste
Concern was expressed at the September 18, 2002, Open House about droppings
that horses leave behind and how that affects the quality of one's trail experience.
The planning team has discussed a requirement that equestrians use horse diapers,
or parade bags, to catch falling droppings. The use of parade bags would help
prevent the spread of noxious weeds on Open Space parks. Mountain bikers’ and
hikers’ park experiences would benefit from the parade bags. One of the arguments
raised on the team was that people are required to clean up after their dogs, and
perhaps that requirement should extend to horses. The team concluded that this
issue is an Open Space issue, not one to be addressed on each individual park.
7. Bee Keeping
A bee keeping license was given to the Colorado Sunshine Company until March
2004, when the grazing lease also ends. The license is non-renewable. The team
has decided to consider this use of the property in the future under the right
conditions with an approved licensee. Further discussion on this item will follow as
the plan moves to implementation.
8. Trail Closure for Plague in Prairie Dog Colonies
The sylvatic plague decimated the southern prairie dog colony on Hildebrand Ranch
in the spring of 2002. The park was closed until July 2005 when the first trails were
developed. Visitor/wildlife (prairie dog) conflicts were avoided in 2003 through 2005,
because of this closure. There are several trails that will be developed through
prairie dog colonies and the colony borders a large housing development to the east
and south of the property.
The Jefferson County Health Department is responsible for testing for the plague
and providing signs and information to the public about plague. The prairie dog
management plan for Open Space will be developed beginning in 2003, which will
address the responsibilities of Open Space when plague enters a colony.
Recommendations about how to handle the plague if it returns to the property:
•
•
•

Contact the Health Department if plague is suspected. They will take samples.
Alert the homeowners' association at TrailMark that the area is being tested for
the plague. Kiosks and signs will alert visitors that plague might be present in the
area.
Open Space will take direction from the Health Department about how to close
and sign the area. A temporary trail closure might become necessary, and at the
minimum people and their pets will be required to stay on the trail to avoid the
infected burrows. Open Space will work with the Health Department to educate
visitors and neighbors about the plague. Open Space might incur the cost of any
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further action the Health Department needs to take to secure the area.
9. Trail Closures for Burrowing Owls
A burrowing owl nest was discovered in the summer of 2001 on the southern end of
the property.
Burrowing owls are a state-threatened species, due to the
fragmentation and destruction of their breeding areas and are protected under the
Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The owls rely on prairie dogs to create their
burrows in which they nest. The vision of the park is to maintain native species of the
shortgrass prairie and traditional land uses. Burrowing owls fit into this vision and
would be a valuable resource to the park. One of the planning team’s concerns is a
planned trail that will run through the southern part of the colony where the owl was
found two years ago. The owls are sensitive to human disturbance. Recommended
actions are:
A burrowing owl survey will be done every year to determine if a pair is nesting
on the property.
1. If a nest is found, a buffer zone must be established around the entire nesting
area. Seasonal trail closures might become necessary if the nest lies close to a
trail. If a nest is found on other parts of the property, visitors and their leashed
pets may be required to stay on the trail to avoid disrupting the nest. A 160 foot
buffer is recommended once surveys have established the number of burrows
the owls are using and the areas that they are located.
2. Maintaining a large portion of the prairie dog colony will encourage the owls to
nest on the park.
10. Seasonal Closures for Wildlife
Open Space works to ensure the breeding success of wildlife populations seasonal
trail and area closures. Hildebrand Ranch provides suitable nesting habitat for cliffand tree-nesting raptors as well as the state-threatened burrowing owl. A known
red-tailed hawk/great horned owl nest has been identified on the property and others
may be discovered as the area is further surveyed. To ensure the preservation of
these wildlife populations Open Space will:
1. Annually monitor the known nest sites and survey for new sites. Monitor
other wildlife species and, if necessary, design a closure to ensure their
protection.
2. Establish and enforce wildlife seasonal trail and area closures when
necessary.
11. Water Rights
Open Space has senior water rights on Deer Creek. The team is concerned that
key parts of the park’s vision (historical haying activity and restoration of native
grasses) cannot be accomplished without the full water rights. These rights might
be sold or transferred and thus the team's recommendation is to continue to work
toward keeping the water rights. Toward this end, Natural Resource management
is making efforts to demonstrate and documenting the use of these rights.
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12. Mill Creek Sensitive Area Designation
Natural resource management is both the science and art of managing species and
the environment. The delineation of the Sensitive Area is based first on the
biological needs of the various species. As stated in the justification in Chapter III,
this area contains several different types of habitat that form a unique community
along the Front Range and it is this combination of the different habitat types that
make this area sensitive. The riparian habitat is probably the most important
habitat found in the state because it accounts for approximately 95% of all species
found in the state while only making up 2% to 3% of the land. Mill Gulch is a major
wildlife travel corridor that connects Deer Creek Park with Hildebrand Park (see
photos). Staff conducted a remote sensing survey (camera) that showed Mill Gulch
received the most use in both numbers of occurrences and species. It also showed
that there was a high incidence of day use of the area. Combined with the Deer
Creek riparian corridor, it allows wildlife to move throughout the area.
Cliff habitat is another type of habitat that is relatively rare and is utilized by a very
specific group of species. These cliffs are important roosting and nesting habitat for
numerous bird species. It is also very close to foraging areas along the streams and
hillsides that allow the birds to use less energy and therefore obtain higher breeding
success.
Besides wildlife, this area contains rare plant species and communities. One
species of plant is highly sought after as an herbal remedy. Without protection, this
species could be extirpated from this area. Another problem with people collecting
this plant is that they will traverse over a large area looking for the plant.
In determining the boundary for the Sensitive Area, the team relied on one of the
basic biological principles for protecting the ecological landscape. This means that
the landscape was viewed as a whole and was not defined by small areas around
individual species or communities. The landscape for this area includes four
drainages and two major hogback ridges. An area that starts just east of the first
hogback defines the area. The ridgeline is too steep to develop a trail along it and
social use will cause erosion, trample rare vegetation (fork tip three-awn), impair the
visual quality of the ridgeline, impact cliff habitat and disturb wildlife in the inter
hogback valley.
The south boundary is an east-west line that passes through two saddles that
separate the drainage areas that flow north from those that flow south. In addition,
this is a section line that has a fence that physically defines the area. If people were
allowed to access the saddles, they would be able to be seen by wildlife within the
two drainages.
The west boundary is defined by the west boundary of the park and includes the 40
acre Denver Mountain Parks parcel. Although the boundary line is physical, it is also
biological in that it will protect a narrow drainage the flows directly into Mill Gulch.
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Any use of this area would impact wildlife not only in the drainage, but also the cliffs
formed by the hogback. This area also serves to isolate Mill Gulch from people.
The north boundary is mostly aligned along Deer Creek Canyon Road. Although
this is a physical boundary, it is needed to protect the riparian habitat along Deer
Creek and Mill Creek. It specifically protects the canyon formed by Mill Gulch.
Another factor that the team considered is that if people start walking up Mill Gulch
from this area, it will lead them directly onto private property. Studies indicate that
placing a three-foot wide natural surface trail through this area would cause
disturbance to wildlife a minimum of 100 meters from the trail and further depending
on species.
Staff also considered how the designation of this Sensitive Area would affect the
overall management of the park. The Open Space Master Plan calls for both the
protection of the natural resources while providing trail-based recreational
opportunities. More specifically, the Master Plan calls for the park to provide
regional trail connections between other parks in the area, both Open Space and
State, and provide for a segment of the potential north south Front Range Trail.
The planning team believes that this park can accommodate both conservation and
recreation on the park. The Sensitive Area is based on the biological needs for the
species of concern on the park, while still meeting the recreational goals for the park.
As shown on the Conceptual Plan for the park, there will be trail connections
between this park and Deer Creek Canyon Park, South Valley Park, The Denver
Botanic Gardens at Chatfield and Chatfield State Park. In addition, there are two
possibilities to accommodate the Front Range Trail. The Team also compared the
amount of trails proposed on this park with the rest of the Open Space system and
feels that it is similar to other Open Space parks. The Conceptual Plan delineates
9.3 miles of trail, which amounts to 1 mile of trail per 144 acres of land. Currently
the system wide average is 1 mile of trail per every 155 acres. On parks over 1,000
acres in size, the average is 1 mile per 181 acres.
13. Denver Botanic Gardens at Chatfield
Although the Action Items A.1-A.4 are shown as COMPLETED in the status reports
and HRP Schema, this is only because Denver Botanic Gardens at Chatfield
(DBGC) is not willing to work with us to develop parking or a trail that passes
through part of the property they manage from the Corps of Engineers. Staff has
spent a considerable amount of time working with DBGC to answer any and all their
questions. However, their director is not interested and DBGC’s consent is needed
before the Corps will approve any use agreement with Open Space.
The current situation does not mean that the PMP Team is no longer interested in
possible future collaboration with DBGC. The concept of having a trail that goes
through their property and bypassing the Trail Mark subdivision is a very solid idea
and the Team feels we should be ready to resubmit our proposal to DBGC if the
appropriate opportunity presents itself. Open Space has obtained a trail easement
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from the City of Littleton that would allow this trail to be connected to our TwoBrands Trail if we ever get the go ahead.
Recent efforts (from 2008 to present) have been undertaken to work cooperatively
with DBGC in several other areas other than trail alignment (although this may still
be worth revisiting in the future). In 2008 Tim Sandsmark, John Steinle and Joy
Lusciano met with DBG Executive Director Brian Vogt and DBGC Director, Larry
Vickerman to discuss interpretive and educational efforts being undertaken by
DBGC in an effort to collaborate with them, not duplicate services and to understand
more about the Hildebrand family history related to the DBGC site and HRP. As
mentioned under Discussion Item number 2 above, JCOS also cooperated with
DBGC to donate and transport two of the HRP existing buildings.
Tim also met with Larry Vickerman and DBGC staff member Leigh Revegno to
discuss the Community Supported Agriculture project that they were planning to pilot
in 2010 or 2011 on a portion of their property. Depending on the success of this
project , the idea of JCOS cooperating in some way with them by exploring whether
some of the traditional cultivated land on JCOS property at HRP adjacent to DBGC
could be used for any expansion of this CSA.
In 2010 Park Construction offered the so-called “Bunk House” to the Denver Botanic
Gardens and after removing the bee colonies which had set up house-keeping in the
walls, moved the structure over to the grounds of the DBGC. This building is
recognizable as a type of structure which was used to house tuberculosis patients
around 1900.
14. TrailMark Community Collaboration
Action Item B.1 was completed in 2006 with the attainment of a trail easement from
the City of Littleton and the construction of the trail linkage. Action Item B.2 is shown
as COMPLETED in the status reports and HRP Schema only because DBGC will
not allow the trail on their property. If the opportunity arises in the future, this action
will be reinstated.
Another concept that Open Space has been working with the community and the
City of Littleton on is the possibility of having another Open Space parking area at
the entrance to the subdivision just off of Wadsworth Blvd. To date, these entities
are unwilling to allow this use in this area. If the opportunity presents itself in the
future, Open Space should explore this parking area again.
15. Chatfield Bluffs Bioswale
The Chatfield Bluffs Bioswale project is the result of a proposal by the Sunset
Management Company to develop a new phase of the Chatfield Bluffs community.
This new development would result in increased stormwater runoff. In order to
accommodate this increased runoff, an initial proposal to construct a pipeline
through the property was studied by Wright Water Engineers. Upon expression of
concerns over long-term maintenance of this pipeline, further consideration was
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given to the aquifer-recharge opportunities of a bio-engineering solution. Open
Space is now moving toward a proposal that a naturalistic storm runoff channel be
designed as a bioswale, which filters storm water through selected plant materials,
improving water quality before its entry into the Deer Creek stream flow. This
concept is explored in Sustainable Landscape Construction, A Guide to Green
Building Outdoors, by J. William Thompson and Kim Sorvig. Constructed Wetlands
in the Sustainable Landscape, by Craig S. Campbell and Michael H. Ogden
mentions the Shop Creek project design by Wenk Associates as a local example of
the principles of a bioswale in action.
16. Deer Creek Canyon Road Trail
Among the projects approved in 2001 by the citizens of southern Jefferson County
as part of the Sales Tax Improvement Program was a project to add bicycle
shoulders to Deer Creek Canyon Road from Owens Street to Phillipsburg. When
Highways & Transportation (H&T) constructs the shoulder improvements along Deer
Creek Canyon Road, they may have to take down a fence which runs just south of,
and roughly parallel to, the road. In the department’s discussions with H&T, it
should be requested that they replace the fence appropriately, given the new road
configuration. Open Space should also work with H&T to collaboratively plan for a
recreational trail along Deer Creek Canyon Road. The purpose of this recreational
trail is to provide a direct route along Deer Creek Canyon, allowing multi-modal trail
users to safely travel from the Hildebrand Ranch Park trail system to the Deer Creek
Canyon Park trail system during seasonal trail closures on South Valley Park. The
planning team discussed the importance of having this recreational trail as close to
the road as feasible in order to minimize impacts on the Deer Creek riparian corridor.
17. Interpretive Services
There is currently no plan to develop non-personal interpretive services at
Hildebrand Ranch Park. Due to its proximity to South Valley and Deer Creek
Canyon Parks, and the intention for these areas to serve as a large loop, it is critical
for the Interpretive Media Team (LMNC) to make certain that the non-personal
interpretive services in these three parks are complimentary, do not repeat their
messages, and are the most relevant topics for each area. Natural and cultural
resource interpretation will need to be introduced at the new kiosk for Hildebrand
Ranch Park. While the development of the kiosk and the interpretive media may not
occur concurrently, there must still be foresight so that they will be congruent in look
and content.
The development of non-personal interpretive services for Hildebrand Ranch Park
should be included in the Five-Year Interpretive Media Planning process. The
Interpretive Media Team (LMNC) will meet to discuss OS system-wide interpretive
topics. The result will be a modernization of the 1999 Interpretive Media Plan and
confirmation that the most critical natural and cultural resource messages are being
told adequately. Furthermore, these messages will be complimented through
personal interpretive services when and where appropriate. In developing nonpersonal interpretive media for Hildebrand Ranch Park, effort will be given to
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develop non-personal interpretive services for South Valley and Deer Creek Canyon
Parks concurrently. Ideally, the development of the interpretive kiosk information will
occur during the development of the non-personal interpretive services.
There is currently no plan for the development of personal interpretive services to
occur at Hildebrand Ranch Park, once developed. The creation of a Management
Context Designation of Sensitive at Hildebrand Ranch Park necessitates the
development of personal interpretive services for those areas with limited access.
The natural and cultural resource values at Hildebrand Ranch Park are too
numerous to adequately educate all users with personal services.
The personal interpretive services (both group and public programs) available, and
appropriate, for Hildebrand Ranch Park should be evaluated. Those existing and
appropriate programs should be made available to the public through our existing
marketing opportunities. Unique personal interpretive service public programs for
the designated Sensitive Area should be developed and offered to a limited
audience on a regular basis. Non-personal interpretive services for Hildebrand
Ranch Park should be developed to compliment and expand those interpretive
opportunities provided through personal services.
18. Lockheed Martin Property Acquisition
While evaluating potential routes that the Black Bear Trail would need to take to
connect Deer Creek Park to Hildebrand, it was recognized that the trail would have
to cross two major hogback formations, if confined to existing ownership. The
construction of the trail would require several switchbacks and some special design
features to get up and down the steep slopes through a very rocky area. This area
is within the Mountain Backdrop and would be highly visible from major highways
and a large residential area.
While reviewing the trail’s proposed location, the team noticed an alternative route
that would require less difficult construction and would be a lot less visible. The area
was field-tripped and found to contain a route that is highly preferable since it would
use natural breaks in the hogbacks to get around them instead of going over the top
of them. Therefore, the planning team is recommending that the preferred course of
action be to obtain the rights to build the continuation of the Black Bear Trail on
property owned by Lockheed-Martin instead of totally on property already owned by
Open Space.
19. State Board of Land Commissioners Lands
The County has lease 160 acres in the southwest quadrant of the park
from the State Land Board since 1992. The Lease term from 2005 through 2009
has expired. The County has requested a new lease from the Board effective Jan 1,
2010 through Dec. 31, 2014. The County has also requested that the Board again
consider the sale of the subject lands.
20. Grazing Management Plan (PMP actions H/3, H.4, H.5)
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One of the vision elements for Hildebrand Ranch Park is to maintain traditional land
uses on the property. One such land use being considered is grazing. In order to
ensure that grazing does not have a negative impact on the resources, a
management plan has been developed. The management plan includes acres to be
grazed, animal unit months per acre, pasture rotation schedule, resource objectives,
fencing needs and water source needs. After review of the grazing plan the PMP
team recommended not grazing due to the capital improvements that would be
required. On March 7th the PMP team recommendations were presented to the
Management team and the Director of Open Space. This team agreed with the PMP
recommendations. However, the team recommended reexamining the need/desire
to graze in the future. The grazing plan options and recommendations that were
presented to the Management team are listed below.
Grazing Management Plan (PMP Actions H.3, H.4, & H.5)
Two options exist, option A and option B. Option A, is to make the capital
improvements necessary to graze. Option B, is to not graze. The PMP team
recommends Option B, not to graze.
Grazing Management Plan-Option A
One of the Visions for Hildebrand Ranch Park is to maintain the traditional
agricultural land use of grazing. In order to ensure that grazing does not have a
negative impact on the grassland resources, the Natural Resource Crew and the
Weed and Pest Management Specialist have created the following analysis. Three
pastures (totaling 654 acres) could be grazed on a rotational basis. The northern
pasture consists of 233 acres, the central pasture 240 acres, and the southern
pasture 182 acres (please see attached map for locations). To ensure that the
productivity of the property is maintained, not overgrazed the rotation pattern would
consist of a 30-day graze, 60-day rest per pasture. Additionally, our analysis shows
that no more than a maximum of nine animal unit months (AUM’s) could AUM will be
permitted onto the property; this recommendation is based on current range
conditions and recommendations from the NRCS. Finally, we would recommend
keeping cattle in a holding area where they are will be fed weed free hay or feed
prior to release onto the property. This would eliminate the transfer of noxious
weeds onto our property via cattle feces.
To accomplish the option described above, there would need to be major investment
in capital improvements. First, each pasture would need to have its perimeter
fenced. This equates to 35,925 feet of fencing and three access gates. The
maintenance crew estimates, that if done with Open Space Staff, this could cost
$255,075 and would take a minimum of five years to complete (based on current
workload and material costs).
To ameliorate this situation we recommend
contracting this work out. Second, a minimum of three wells will need to be drilled
on the property. Since electricity will not be available in these areas, specialized
equipment and pumps will be necessary; this could bring the cost up to $40,000 per
well. We recommend that this also goal be accomplished through the use of
contractors.
Grazing Management Plan-Option B.
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The Natural Resource Crew and the Weed and Pest Management Specialist
recommend that Open Space should continue with spot spraying and elk grazing
rather than cattle grazing (Option A). This recommendation was based on the
following reasons. First, we estimate that it will cost between $375,000 and
$380,000 of capital improvements (in fencing and wells) before cattle can use the
property, whereas our revenue will be less than $900 a year. Second, the
increasing prairie dog population may reduce available forage for cattle over time.
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21. Two-Brands Trail to Chatfield State Park
This Discussion Item relates to Issue N in the 2007 PMP Management Directions.
There appear to be two routes we could use to accomplish this objective. One would
be from our Two-Brands Trail south of Trailmark to the intersection of Wadsworth
Blvd. and Trailmark Pkwy. This route would use the same alignment we proposed to
DBGC, put only to Wadsworth. At this point, there is a traffic light that trail users
could use to cross Wadsworth safely and enter the State Park where there is already
a trail located.
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The second route (see below) would be north of DBGC along Deer Creek Canyon
Road. We could extend the trail we are already planning to make the connection to
the Bluffs subdivision. Since we have to cross Deer Creek Canyon Road at this
point anyway, we could extend our trail east to the intersection of Wadsworth Blvd.
and Deer Creek Canyon Road. There is also a traffic light at this intersection. One
problem with this route is that there is no trail from the intersection to the existing
State Park trail system. But this hopefully could be worked out.
In both cases, we may still have to get the OK from DBGC because we have to pass
through some of their managed property. We may have a better chance with these
concepts since neither trail route would take it close to their core operations area.
Maybe we could go for both routes?
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22. Hildebrand Ranch Park to Kathy Johnson Trail:
One of the original Action Items for the Park, was to develop a trail that would
connect the trails at Hildebrand Ranch Park to the Kathy Johnson Trail, which is
further to the west up Deer Creek Canyon. A vision for the Park is to protect the
wildlife movement corridor along Deer Creek. Therefore the PMP Team wanted this
trail to be on the north side of Deer Creek Canyon.
The first attempt to locate this trail tried to utilize private property on the north side of
the creek, which could have avoided the crossing the creek. However, Open Space
was unable to reach an agreement with the landowner.
The next attempt to locate this trail was to come off of the Two-Brands Trail that was
being developed to the south of the Deer Creek area. Open Space acquired a
license agreement from Xcel Energy to have a trail cross property. Four options
were developed (see attached map). Two of the options were determine to be
unacceptable because they followed the riparian corridor into the designated
Sensitive Area along Deer Creek. The other two options crossed Deer Creek at a
right angle to minimize impact to the riparian corridor. These two option basically
followed the same path with the differences being one was at ground level and the
other using a bridge to span the riparian area or even the riparian area and the Deer
Creek Canyon Road. After additional review of the potential negative impacts to
wildlife using this area and a desire to reduce bridging costs by being able to have
staff perform more of the construction needs, an additional trail location was
evaluated and is shown as Option 5 in the attached map.
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Option 5 was located further to the east than the first options proposed in order to
take advantage of terrain that would allow wildlife to disperse before reaching the
Option 5 location. Natural Resources section was able to honor our request to place
additional wildlife cameras in this location to monitor wildlife use. Although data
showed that there was less use of wildlife at the Option 5 location, it was still
determined to be high. As a result, it was determined that we should look at
additional routes that could make the connection.
These new routes all started at the proposed main parking area and crossed to the
north side of Deer Creek Canyon Road. One general route headed north and
connected with the existing trail along W-470 and then would connect with the Kathy
Johnson Trail about three miles north at Ken-Caryl Avenue. This route was
dismissed because there were many safety and logistic problems. The other route
looked at would stay on the north side of Deer Creek Canyon Road until it connected
with the Kathy Johnson Trail. This route, although doable, would require obtaining
the rights to develop a trail on at least four other property ownerships. A major
problem would be trying to get around an Xcel Energy substation with its safety and
security concerns. The hogback that would have to be crossed contains the rare
plant, Bell’s twinpod.
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After reviewing all issues and data for the Deer Creek connection and the fact that
another trail connection on the south side of the Park cannot be made at this time,
the Team recommended that trying to make this trail connection between HRP and
the Kathy Johnson Trail should be postponed until some later date.
23. Hildebrand Ranch Park Dedication
With completion of improvements to access from Deer Creek Canyon Road and
completion of the permeable interlocking concrete paver surfaced auto parking area
and crusher fine surfaced equestrian-only parking area the Park was dedicated on
May 6, 2010. Commissioners Faye Griffin, Kathy Hartman and Kevin McKasky
joined Open Space Director Tom Hoby in the festival-like to officially dedicate
Hildebrand Ranch Park. Information booths featuring Park history, resident wildlife
and eco-friendly development were enhanced by period music and a color guard
from the Westernaires youth horseback group. Jeffco Open Space Foundation
board member, Joe Jehn presented a check for $20,000 to the Commissioners and
Tom Hoby for use in future trailhead facility development. (See Photo below.)
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Public Responsiveness Process:
The Hildebrand Ranch Management Planning Team held two public input meetings on
the future plans for the park. The first meeting was held September
18, 2002, at
Shaffer Elementary School from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. This meeting was advertised as
an open house to gather ideas and concerns about the future of the property. Maps
showing the boundaries of the property, other nearby Open Space parks, natural and
cultural resource inventories and general concepts-related potential facility development
and future management approaches were displayed. Open Space staff members made
themselves available to discuss and further explain the information set forth for public
review. An important presentation tool was a table of topics, findings and proposed
actions, which was to serve as a base for adding topics of public concern.
The meeting was advertised with a direct mailing invitation to all identified stakeholders,
recognized homeowner and public interest groups, the Trails Task Force members, and
property owners directly adjacent to Hildebrand Ranch Park. In addition, five large
posters were placed at visible locations on the perimeter of the park. Dozens of smaller
posters were placed on adjacent public bulletin boards and on Open Space information
kiosks in the area. Approximately 100 people attended the meeting and most completed
written comment cards with their reactions to the information available for their review.
Comments gathered by staff in conversation with meeting attendees were analyzed and
condensed along with written comments to produce a broad list of topics. The planning
team developed a response to each topic and a table was posted on the Open Space
web site. At the same time, conceptual plan alternatives were developed by the
planning team and posted on the website. This proved a very successful
communication tool as many inquiries from interested citizens were answered by
referring to the web site.
The second public input meeting was an open house held on February 19, 2003, at
Shaffer Elementary from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. This meeting was advertised in a
similar fashion to the first, with the addition to the direct invitation list of all persons who
filled out the attendance sign-in sheet from the first meeting. Approximately fifty people
attended this second meeting. No new topics of concern were identified at this meeting
and a general sense of satisfaction with the conceptual plan alternatives and responses
to topics of concern was evident. The following pages include the summary of topics/
findings and proposed actions which underlie the conceptual plan.
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Hildebrand Ranch Park Topics/Findings/ Recommended Actions
Last Updated on July 16, 2003
Topic
Chatfield Bluffs
Subdivision

Team Findings
1. Storm drainage from the subdivision spills
onto
Hildebrand Ranch.

Recommended Actions
1. Construct a wetland or bioswale in the area.

Chatfield Green,
AKA Trail Mark

2. A trail from the subdivision heads south and
ends
at Deer Creek Canyon Road.
1. Is located in the City of Littleton, is part of
South Suburban Park and Recreation District,
and served by Trail Mark Metropolitan
District.

2. Connect the subdivision's trail with a trail on Hildebrand Ranch
(perhaps through Chatfield Nature Preserve).
1. For information only.

2. Trails are, or will be, constructed within the
subdivision that lead to the park.

Oleo Acres
acquisition
opportunity
State Land Board
(SLB) lease

Deer Creek Canyon
Road bike shoulders
project
Chatfield State Park
(CSP)

3. A prairie dog colony displaced by
development borders the subdivision.
Board of County Commissioners (BCC) passed a
resolution to negotiate for part of the property for
a trail. The land owner is willing to sell only a
portion of the area requested.
Open Space has a lease on 160 acres of SLB
property for trail opportunities. The term of the
lease has expired, but negotiations are underway
for its continued use.
Jeffco Highways and Transportation (H&T) is
planning to construct bike shoulders along
portions of Deer Creek Canyon Road.
Trail system exists on CSP. There is a potential
for trail connections between Hildebrand Ranch
and Chatfield.
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2. Connect the subdivision's trails with Hildebrand Ranch trails in
appropriate locations.
3. Manage the colony on Open Space property and cooperate with
Trail Mark management efforts.
Open Space unlikely to pursue the acquisition because the portion
offered was not suitable for trail construction. An alternative trail
alignment will be developed.
For information only.

Potential exists to work with H&T to tie the bike shoulders into the
Hildebrand Ranch/ Deer Creek Canyon Park/ South Valley Park trail
system.
Connect Chatfield's trail system with Hildebrand Ranch's trail system.
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Topic
Chatfield Nature
Preserve (CNP)

Team Findings
1. New Master Plan for Chatfield Nature
Preserve is being drafted by the Denver
Botanic Gardens.
2. Trails exist on the Preserve that could be
connected with Hildebrand Ranch trails.

Recommended Actions
1. Opportunity to coordinate with the Master Plan effort is being
pursued.
2. Connect trail systems if consistent with the Preserve's and Open
Space's objectives.
3. Explore the possibility of shared parking.

3. Abundant parking exists at the Preserve.
4. Explore opportunities to mitigate storm drainage flows.
4. Storm drainage from Chatfield Bluffs
sometimes crosses the Preserve's property.

Chatfield Balloon
Port Association

Great Outdoors
Colorado (GOCO)

Pegasus Program
request

5. Foothills Park and Recreation District may
offer programs at the Preserve.
The Balloon Port Association, whose balloonists
take off from Chatfield State Park, has requested
the use of the east side of Hildebrand Ranch for
"urgent" (non-emergency) landing situations.
A portion of the funding for Hildebrand Ranch
Park will be provided by GOCO and use
restrictions will apply to some portion of the
property.
The Pegasus Program, which helps children with
disabilities develop better coordination through
horseback riding, has requested to use part of
Hildebrand Ranch for its program.
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5. Explore the opportunity for cooperative efforts in programs for the
Preserve and Hildebrand Ranch.

The planning team concluded to allow only emergency landings
because a less restrictive use may not be consistent with the vision for
Hildebrand Ranch Park. This is consistent with the Management
Directions of Appendix A which allows only emergency aircraft in all
Management Context.
Work with GOCO on developing a management plan that abides by
the restrictions to be placed on some portion of the property.

The planning team concluded to deny the request because it would not
be appropriate to restrict the use of the Hildebrand Ranch to only one
user group.
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Topic
Natural Resources

Team Findings
1. The riparian area along Deer Creek provides
valuable wildlife habitat.

Recommended Actions
1. Minimize disturbance to the riparian area.

2. The Mill Creek drainage has several unique
natural resource features.

2. Since resource conservation is part of Open Space's mission, this
area is designated Sensitive, which would prohibit recreational
access and limit public access to Open Space sponsored interpretive
and education programs.
3. Protect rare plant species.

3. Rare plant species exist on Hildebrand Ranch
Park.
4. Two prairie dog colonies exist on the
Hildebrand Ranch. The southern colony was
decimated by plague, while the northern
colony was less affected.

Prairie dog
relocation

4. Work with Jeffco Health Department and Lookout Mountain
Nature Center to provide education about plague and ways to
protect visitors and their pets.
5. Continue study of Burrowing owl presence and determine if
nesting has occurred.

5. A Burrowing owl has been seen on
Hildebrand Ranch Park in the spring breeding
season.

6. Protect and preserve this nesting site.

6. One Golden eagle nest has been found on the
property.

7. Protect nesting sites during breeding season, possibly with
seasonal closures.

7. Several hawk nesting sites have been located
on the property.
Requests have been received to relocate prairie
dogs from Columbine High School to Hildebrand
Ranch Park.

The plague decimated a prairie dog colony on the property, in 2002,
and due to the continued presence of the plague, Open Space will not
relocated prairie dogs onto the property.
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Topic
Trail System

Team Findings
1. Potential exists for development of a large
trail system that connects Hildebrand Ranch
Park to South Valley Park, Deer Creek Canyon
Park and Chatfield State Park.

Recommended Actions
1. Develop regional trail system, with central parking at Deer Creek
Canyon Park. Promote the system for equestrians since few such
long-distance opportunities currently exist in the Denver metro
area. Work with Jeffco Highways and Transportation to develop
safe alternatives for roadway crossings.
2. Pursue negotiations with adjacent property owners to allow trail
construction on their property to the south of the park.

2. Crossing the hogback on the south side of the
park presents significant trail construction
challenges.

Cultural Resources

Living history farm

Potential trail use
conflicts

3. The conceptual plan for the park reflects a sensitivity to these
concerns.

3. Concerns expressed related to location of
trails, including aesthetics, compatibility with
resource management objectives, proximity to
residences.
Old buildings exist on the park.

• Assess historical significance of the buildings.
• Assess physical condition of the buildings.
• Assess utilities available to the buildings.
• Assess potential of buildings to be used for ranching activities.
A request was received at the September 18, 2002 Currently, the buildings are being evaluated for ranching use, and
open house to use the existing ranch buildings as grazing is envisioned as a resource management tool. A living history
a living history farm. This concept would include farm currently operates in Littleton. The Open Space program does
using the property for historic ranching activities, not wish to compete with other jurisdictions offering comparable
including grazing.
facilities in the vicinity.
Public concern was expressed at the September
The planning team will promote the multi-park trail system since few
18, 2002 open house regarding the compatibility
long-distance opportunities currently exist. Staff will research
of equestrians and mountain bikers sharing trails. equestrian/mountain bike conflicts and determine whether these two
user groups could share the trails. If staff concludes that these uses
should remain separate, consideration will be given to segregated
trails, alternating days of use, and/or other trail management
alternatives.
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Topic
Multiple use trail
system

Trail along top of
hogback
Tree planting

Team Findings
Questions were raised at the September 18, 2002
open house about multiple use trails.

A request was made at the September 18, 2002
open house to construct a trail on top of the
hogback.
A request was made at the September 18, 2002
open house to plant trees in barren areas of the
park.

Motorized use on the Open Space prohibits motorized use on all of its
park
park trails, except for emergency use by
authorized personnel.
Park opening to
Inquiries were made at the September 18, 2002
public use
open house regarding when the park would be
opened to public use.

Maintenance of Trail A recommendation was made at the September
Mark trails
18, 2002 open house that Open Space maintain
Trail Mark's trails.
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Recommended Actions
Jeffco Open Space's philosophy is one of multiple-use. When
possible, the agency provides trail opportunities for hikers, mountain
bikers and equestrians.
A variety of trail management schemes are used at Open Space. In
some cases, hiker-only trails exist on parks. At Centennial Cone Park,
which is not yet open, an alternating days scheme will be
implemented. Staff will consider any management scheme that
affords opportunities to each user group.
One factor in Open Space's approach to trail construction is
minimizing visual impacts. Construction of a trail on top of the
hogback would be visually intrusive, and thus will not occur.
Tree planting and other vegetation management is the responsibility of
Open Space's Natural Resources section. The "barren" areas are
actually historic grasslands, and Open Space seeks to maintain and/or
restore native vegetation. Tree planting will only occur to restore
native vegetation.
Consistent with Open Space rules and regulations, no motorized use
will be allowed on this or other park trails.
Open Space policy is that all properties are open unless posted closed.
Hildebrand Ranch is currently posted closed since it is leased for
private ranching activities until March 1, 2004.
Regarding the timing of future development, this property is not yet
included in Open Space's five-year capital improvement plan budget,
which is updated annually. Limited funds require that the
development of Hildebrand Ranch be weighed against development of
other Open Space properties, including North Table Mountain,
Centennial Cone and other undeveloped properties.
When the Trail Mark subdivision was approved by the City of
Littleton, it included trails that would be maintained by the Trail Mark
Metropolitan District and open to public use. Thus, the Trail Mark
Metropolitan District will maintain the trails within the subdivision.
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Topic
Horse droppings

Trail surfaces

Team Findings
Concern was expressed at the September 18,
2002 open house about droppings that horses
leave behind and how that affects the quality of
one's trail experience.
Questions arose at the September 18, 2002 open
house related to trail surfaces on the park.

International
Mountain Biking
Association (IMBA)

A request to work with IMBA on planning the
park was submitted at the September 18, 2002
open house.

Active recreation
opportunities (e.g.,
playgrounds,
ballfields)
Light pollution

A request to provide playgrounds on the park was
submitted at the September 18, 2002 open house.

Commercial
development

Concern was expressed at the September 18,
2002 open house about the potential of
commercial development on the property.

Parking lot
aesthetics

Concern was expressed at the September 18,
2002 open house regarding aesthetic qualities of
parking lots.

Concern was expressed at the September 18,
2002 open house about light pollution.
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Recommended Actions
The planning team has discussed a requirement that equestrians use
horse diapers to catch falling droppings. A decision has not yet been
made.
Trail surfaces on Open Space parks may be either natural surface or
concrete. Decisions have not been made regarding specific trails
locations or trail surfaces, although trails within the GOCO covenantrestricted areas will be natural surface.
All interested parties are welcomed to provide input on park planning.
The planning team will consider and evaluate all input; however, final
decisions made regarding use and development are the responsibility
of Open Space.
The Open Space program manages only passive open space, e.g.,
trails, picnicking, etc. Active recreation, e.g., playgrounds, ballfields,
etc., is managed by area park and recreation districts. Thus, Open
Space will not construct playgrounds on the property.
Open Space parks are not lighted, and the rules and regulations only
allow for use until one hour after sunset. No lights for the purpose of
nighttime use will be installed on the property.
No commercial development will take place on the property. In
response to public concern about the conversion of land purchased
with Jefferson County Open Space funds to other uses, the Open
Space Advisory Committee and Board of County Commissioners
passed resolutions in January of 2002 requiring that any change from
an Open Space purpose will require a vote by 8 of the members of the
Open Space Advisory Committee which shall include a finding that
the real property no longer meets an Open Space purpose. (See
Section 7.3.2.6 of the Open space Policies and Procedures for more
detailed information.)
Open Space design guidelines stipulate that facilities be designed to be
minimally intrusive on a park's natural and cultural features. These
guidelines will be followed in parking lot and other development on
Hildebrand Ranch Park.
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Topic
Fences around Trail
Mark

Non-resident
parking in Trail
Mark subdivision

Team Findings
A request was made at the September 18, 2002
open house to remove the existing fences around
Trail Mark that border Hildebrand Ranch Park.

Recommended Actions
In an effort to maintain the integrity of the natural resources under
Open Space's care, some fences to minimize uncontrolled public
access from developed areas are necessary. As stated above, one of
Open Space's objectives is to connect some of Trail Mark's trails with
those on Hildebrand Ranch. If connections can be accomplished, they
will be restricted to certain areas, yet allow residents access to the
Open Space property.
Concern was expressed at the September 18,
Experience on other Open Space parks demonstrates that if park
2002 open house about non-residents parking in visitors are not provided relatively convenient parking, they will park
the subdivision to access Hildebrand Ranch trails. in front of residences to access the parks. The planning team is
addressing this concern by considering alternative, convenient parking
areas that would discourage visitors from parking in neighborhoods.
One of these alternatives is a parking lot located at the southeast
corner of Trail Mark. Visitors would then use Trail Mark trails to
access Hildebrand Ranch trails. Another alternative is shared parking
at the Chatfield Nature Preserve. No decisions have been made
regarding these or other alternatives.
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Chapter 4: Detailed Information on South Valley Park
Introduction:
Park Vision:
The management of South Valley Park reflects the Jefferson County Open Space'
mission of balancing human use with resource preservation. This is accomplished
through the application of Management Context upon the landscape, which define a
spectrum of recreational opportunities, environmental education and interpretation
opportunities and natural and cultural resource conservation efforts. South Valley Park
has three Management Context Designations, each emphasizing different priorities for
the provision of recreational opportunities and protection of the Park's resources. Since
South Valley borders other agencies' open space areas, Jefferson County Open Space
will cooperate with these agencies to facilitate effective management.
Location:
South Valley Park is located north of Deer Creek Canyon Road and west of C-470. The
Park abuts Ken-Caryl Ranch Master Association open space (private) on the northwest,
Ken-Caryl Ranch Foundation open space (public) on the east, Denver Mountain Parks
to the south and is just north of Jefferson County Open Space’s Deer Creek Canyon
Park. See Figure 1c.
Chronology of Development:
1997 895 acres acquired from Lockheed Martin
14 acres acquired from Colrad
1.2 miles of Valley View asphalt trail in place at acquisition
Agreement with Denver chapter of Colorado Archaeological Society regarding
Swallow Site
Agreement with Mann Reservoir
1998 Master Plan developed, included public involvement
Master Plan and Resource Management Plan completed
4.1 miles of trail constructed; Coyote Song (1.5 mi.), Grazing Elk (2.5 mi.), Lyon’s
Back (.1 mi.)
1 mile of interior fence removed
Temporary parking area on north end formalized
Mann Reservoir enlargement began
Pipeline from Deer Creek to Mann Reservoir covered
1999 1.45 miles of trail constructed; Swallow Trail (1.2 mi.), connector trail
(.25 mi.)
South boundary fence constructed
2.5 miles of interior fence removed
2000 Mann Reservoir repaired, cleaned; fenced
2001 North parking lot completed, including 70 car parking lot, 3 picnic pads, kiosk,
crusher fine trails, utilities (electric, water, sewer)
South parking lot completed, including 30 car parking lot, kiosk, San-o-let
Temporary parking lot at South Valley Road and Valley Parkway removed and
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revegetated
Rattlesnake Gulch Trail completed, which connects Deer Creek Canyon Park
and Grazing Elk Trail on South Valley Park
2002 Restroom and shelters at North parking lot completed
Amenities:
• 6.8 miles of natural surface trails
• 1.2 miles of hard surface trails
• 3 information kiosks (1 at parking area, 1 along Deer Creek Canyon Road, 1
along eastern boundary)
• 3,644 feet of high tensile fence along Lockheed Martin’s entrance road
• 1,000 feet assorted fence at parking area and along South Valley Road
• Barbed wire fence along Deer Creek Canyon Road and along west boundary
• 70 car parking lot in north area, with 3 picnic pads
• 30 car parking lot in south area
Two picnic shelters and restroom at north area parking
Park Capacity:
South Valley Park at full development, as illustrated on the Conceptual Site Plan, can
accommodate a maximum of 105 cars between its two parking lots. Including nonmotorized access to the Park, this equates to approximately 273 visitors at any one time
on the Park. Recreational visitor capacity in the Sensitive Area is zero; access is
permitted only for Open Space sponsored interpretive programs and research projects.
Acreage: 995 acres
Historical Background:
The general area of Ken-Caryl Ranch, which includes South Valley Park, has been
occupied for thousands of years. Archaeological surveys have turned up Native
American artifacts from the Late Archaic Cultural Stage, which existed 3,000 years ago.
The property has had numerous owners. In 1913, John Shaffer migrated to Colorado,
purchased property in this area and named it after his two sons Kent and Carroll.
However, it was not until 1926 that Mr. Shaffer purchased the “south ranch” from Frank
Mann, who is listed as an original landowner. The land continued to change hands until
1971, when A.J. McDonald sold the property to the Johns-Manville Corporation, who
constructed their headquarters building on the site. The area was operated as an active
cattle ranch until 1980, when a subdivision plat was developed, envisioning a planned
mixed-use community. In 1987, Johns-Manville sold the remaining property, including
their headquarters building, to Martin Marietta (now Lockheed Martin).
Acquired:
895 acres were acquired from Lockheed Martin in July 1997. An additional 14 acres
were purchased from the Colrad Development Corporation that same year. See
Figure 2b. The Open Space Advisory Committee (OSAC) passed a Resolution on
February 6, 1997, stating that “this property be acquired for an Open Space park
managed by Jefferson County for the preservation of scenic, wildlife habitat, and
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archaeological values and for trail purposes.” A land trade was completed September
30, 2005 between Jefferson County and the Ken-Caryl Metropolitan District. 32 acres
of Hildebrand Ranch Park were transferred from Jefferson County to Ken-Caryl and 86
acres transferred from Ken-Caryl to Jefferson County.
Natural and Cultural Resources:
• The eastern portion of South Valley Park rates slightly lower than average in
terms of wildlife habitat values, and the western portion of the Park rates higher
than average. The structural diversity on the east side, attributable to the rock
outcrops, is above average, although this area sees extensive recreational use,
which reduces its potential use for wildlife use in general. The vegetative
diversity, topography, exposed rock structure and riparian area on the western
side of the Park offer the greatest value as wildlife habitat.
• Vegetative cover types (Range/midpoint percent Canopy Cover Class method)
Foothill grassland – 62.5%
Foothill shrubland (Gambel’s oak) – 15%
Non-native hay meadow – 15%
Cottonwood/willow riparian – 2%
• Golden eagle nest site on rock outcropping east of Lockheed Martin facility
• Short-term use of the Park by elk in the spring of the year
• Mule deer fawning and Mule deer critical winter range areas
• A cultural resource inventory conducted in 1997 recorded three previously
undocumented historic sites and 22 isolated finds in South Valley Park. Seven of
the isolated finds are prehistoric lithics and 15 are historic artifacts. The Park
also contains eleven other prehistoric sites and one historic site.
Activities:
• Recreational: Picnicking, hiking, biking, horseback riding, wildlife viewing.
• Agricultural: Hay harvesting on southeast side of Park.
• Educational: Personal, non-personal and self-guided interpretation.
Visitation and Use Trends:
At South Valley, the estimated level of use in 1999 was approximately 25,000 visitors,
with two-thirds of those residing in Jefferson County. Comparing South Valley to other
similar parks such as Van Bibber Park, Deer Creek Canyon Park, and Meyer Ranch,
staff expects visitation at South Valley to reach 60,000 – 65,000 visitors once it is fully
developed.
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Figure 4a: South Valley Park Location Map

Figure 1. South Valley Park
Location Map
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Figure 4b: South Valley Park Map
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Figure 4c: South Valley Park Acquisition History Map

Fig. 2: SOUTH VALLEY PARK
Acquisitions history

August, 1997
14 acres

July, 1997
895 acres

September, 2005
86 acres

Sources: Jefferson County Open Space and Jefferson County IT Dept.
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Figure 4d: South Valley Park Opportunities and Constraints Analysis
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Management Context:
This section identifies and describes the Management Context that have been
designated for South Valley Park. See Figure 5c.
Sensitive Area Management Context:
All species of wildlife, even those that are adaptable and visible, require some degree of
undisturbed space and time for certain aspects of their life history (breeding, foraging,
resting, hiding, etc.). If portions of the landscape are available with little to no
disturbance, these species will utilize them as needed and thus continue to occupy and
utilize the entire landscape. Eventually, those species of wildlife that are adaptive will
become part of the more visible watchable wildlife that the public has come to observe
and enjoy on Open Space parks.
Below is the justification for designating the area west and northwest of South Valley
Road and north of Lockheed Martin road a Sensitive Management Context and,
thereby, limiting and controlling public access.
1. Active golden eagle nest site
•

The nest, which has been productive since at least 1985, continues to be
productive since Open Space’s acquisition of the property. Its productivity is
confirmed annually through staff observations.
• Access to the Fountain Formation could encourage climbing, which would result
in disturbance to the eagles from above the nest site. Literature indicates that
disturbance of nesting raptor species from above the nest site greatly increases
nest abandonment and failure.
• The adult golden eagles have been observed using the area contained within this
Management Context as a forage site, hunting small mammals, rodents and
snakes.
2. Mule deer fawning area
•

Open Space Natural Resources staff monitored this area in late May, 1999, for
indications that mule deer fawning is occurring. Observations were made twice a
week for four hours from a high point on the property that provided visibility into
both drainages located in the area. Eighteen to twenty-three mule deer were
observed in bands of five to six individuals on all observation days.
• In mid to late June, 1999, the majority of the does were observed in and around a
dense stand of Gamble oak in the drainage near the Fountain Formation rock
outcropping. Observations revealed three does accompanied by new fawns in
this area.
3. Colorado Division of Wildlife has identified this area as critical mule deer winter
range.
4. Preservation of this area ensures current and future opportunities for research on
naturally operating ecosystems.
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Natural Area Management Context:
Below is the justification for designating the area south of Lockheed Martin road, and
the area west of South Valley Road and east of the Sensitive Management Context, a
Natural Management Context.
1. Seasonal elk use
•

Elk frequent this portion of the park in the spring for a relatively short period of
time. Their use can be accommodated by implementing a seasonal trail closure.
2. Recreational resources
•

Natural-surface trails in this area will provide a link between the Parkland
Recreation Management Context and Deer Creek Canyon Park to the south.

Recreation Services and Amenities Area Management Context:
Below is the justification for designating the area east of South Valley Road a
Recreation Services and Amenities Area Management Context.
1. Level of wildlife use
•

The east side of South Valley Park sees considerable human use and,
consequently, severely limited wildlife use.
2. Recreational resources
•

•

The bulk of the park’s trails are located in this area, including an interpretive trail.
The north end of this area will provide for the basic needs of park users, including
restroom facilities, picnic tables and picnic shelters. This north area will also be
ADA accessible with a combination of hard-surface and natural-surface
pathways.
Historically, people have climbed on the rock outcrops in this area. Recognizing
that climbing on the rocks has recreational value, staff will consider allowing this
use in some areas of this Management Context and restricting it in others.
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Figure 4e: South Valley Park Management MUD Map
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South Valley Park Leases, Easements, Contracts and Agreements:
Jefferson County Open Space often enters into agreements with other public and
private organizations and individuals on behalf of a park. These agreements sometimes
help the park to fulfill its recreational or stewardship objectives while providing a service
or benefit to the other party. Agreements of this type are legally binding, and as a
result, form a critical element of a park’s legal and policy context. Leases, easements,
contracts and agreements entered into on behalf of this park are outlined in Table 1c
below.
TABLE 4a: SOUTH VALLEY PARK LEASES, LICENSES, EASEMENTS,
CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS
Agreement Type

Agreeing Parties

Description

Location

Easement

Mountain States
Telephone &
Telegraph

ROW for communication facilities

Acquisitions/survey

Easement

Ken-Caryl Ranch
Water & Sanitation
District

ROW for water pipelines

Acquisitions/survey

Easement

Public Service
Company of Colorado

Utility easement for natural gas line

Acquisitions/survey

Easement

Intermountain Rural
Electric Association

Utility easement for underground and overhead
electric power lines

Acquisitions/survey

Easement

Manville Service
Corporation

Non-exclusive underground easement and ROW for
underground communication facilities

Acquisitions/survey

Deer Creek Canyon Ditch easement and Mann
Reservoir Outfall Ditch easement, headquarters
access easement, Mann Reservoir easement

Acquisitions/survey

ROW for water pipelines

Acquisitions/survey

Easement

sidewalk/bike path easement deed

Acquisitions/survey

Easement

ROW for Deer Creek Canyon Ditch easement and
Mann Reservoir Outfall Ditch easement

Acquisitions/survey

Lease, hay
harvesting

5-year lease to be renewed in 2005

Park Services/Pest
Management

Swallow Site may be occupied, used and improved
by the Archaeological Society to the extent
necessary for the purpose of scientifically oriented
archaeological activities

Planning

Easement

Easement

License

Ken-Caryl Ranch
Water & Sanitation
District

Denver Chapter of
the Colorado
Archaeological
Society
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Work Plan Summary:
The Figure on the following page reflects the five-year financial strategy for Hildebrand
Ranch Park. The “issue-driven” actions identified in the Schema (Figure 6c) correspond
alpha-numerically to the “Management Directions,” portions of this chapter. The
Schema (Figure 6c) shows the temporal relationship between the issues.
Definitions:
1) System-wide Priority Criteria
A decision whether to implement a particular management action is based on
system-wide priorities, which are derived from the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Universal Accessibility/life safety/public health
Resource protection
Special studies/planning
Cyclic maintenance
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Figure 4f: South Valley Park Actions Map
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Action Items:
An explanation of identified issues specific to South Valley Park and the actions
proposed to resolve them follow. The issues and actions articulated below correspond
alpha-numerically to Figure 6c. Implementation of the preferred management options
may be limited by staffing and/or budget constraints.
Non-personal Interpretive media:
A.1. The provision of interpretive opportunities is identified in South Valley Park’s
A.2. conceptual site plan. The management action to address this issue is to design
and construct interpretive wayside exhibits and other non-personal services in
the Natural and Parkland Recreation areas of the park, per the Interpretive
Master Plan. In addition, interpretive themes shall be identified and developed
into a brochure format.
A.1. Plan/design non-personal interpretive media – was completed 2005
A.2. Produce/install non-personal interpretive media - Complete 2006
Large-scale visitor circulation:
B.1. South Valley Park is located near Open Space’s Deer Creek Canyon Park,
Hildebrand Ranch Open Space Park, Denver Mountain Parks and Ken-Caryl
open space properties. An efficient and effective transportation plan that will
allow visitors to move among these areas is desired and a coordinated, regional
trails plan will be developed. This may include trails linking the south parking
area with a) the Kathy Johnson Trail and b) the Swallow Trail. Discussion
Items. Trail connections will be addressed in the Hildebrand PMP.
Degradation of rock outcrops:
C.1.a. The rock outcrops and surrounding vegetation are subject to degradation due to
C.1.b. human activity on and around the rocks. The management standard for this
resource is to maintain 90% of the rock outcrops and surrounding vegetation in
excellent condition. To this end, Open Space Staff are monitoring and controlling
unauthorized use of the rocks and will assess the feasibility of designating areas
where visitors can access the rocks. Continued use of specific-area closures,
traffic barriers, fencing, and signage are expected where rocks, meadows,
vegetation or other park resources are threatened or where social trails are
apparent. Elsewhere, off-trail use will be discouraged but not prohibited.
C.1.a. Design rock use area plan/signs and revise plan/signs for resource
protection. Complete 2007
C.1.b. Install designated rock use area(s) signs and resource protection signs.
Complete 2007
D.1.

Conduct Visitor Survey - Complete 2006
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E. South Trailhead and Parking Area:
E.1.a. Evaluate the south parking area facility’s condition and use. Identify potential
improvements and make recommendation(s). The PMP team has noted at the
2011 update meeting that at some point, the parking lot should be paved to
help reduce maintenance needs. This is considered more of a base item.
E.1.b. Plan/design recommended improvements.
E.1.c. Construct improvements.
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Discussion Items:
Although the following discussion items were not considered issues by Open Space
staff, they are included here for the administrative record.
1. The original South Valley Management Plan contained an issue to “assemble all
encumbrances and COGO.” Staff concluded that implementation of this action was
not necessary since this information is contained within Acquisitions files and some
of it is already available through GIS.
2. Spring 2003 – Go Forth Resolution #03-14 for the land swap with Ken Caryl
approved by OSAC.
3. Spring 2003 – A citizen request for a natural-feature-bench (rock) on the Swallow
Trail overlooking the “meadow” was discussed and deemed innocuous enough to
install.
4. Since the Lockheed-Martin facility is adjacent to South Valley’s designated Sensitive
Area and future land uses may affect management of the Sensitive Area’s
resources, staff will continue to monitor potential sale of the facility. New
landowners will be contacted to ensure continued protection of the natural resources
in the Sensitive Area. This monitoring has been listed as a Management Direction in
previous versions of this management plan (3/30/04).
2006 Additions:
1. The proposed MUD reconfiguration at South Valley Park involves changing a large
portion of the existing "Parkland Recreation Area" MUD to "Natural Area" MUD in the
main body of the Park. There are two compelling reasons for this reconfiguration.
First, the SVP PMP Team would like to synchronize its thoughts about the
management of the main body of the park with the most appropriate MUD. To this
point, the area in question has been designated "Parkland Recreation Area".
However, much of this area possesses unique natural, geological, and cultural
resources. The PMP Team's vision for this area is to allow visitors to enjoy the
rock/landscape scenery and possibly view the endemic animals without allowing the
visitors to actually climb on the rocks or disturb the associated wildlife habitat.
Without proper management, the rocks are vulnerable to defacement by visitors
climbing on them, and the vegetation at the base of the rocks is prone to
degradation and/or displacement from visitor use. In addition, unmanaged visitor
use may also impact habitat value of the area if the necessary buffers are not
respected (e.g., for cliff-nesting birds). A "Natural Area" designation is flexible
enough to allow unsupervised users, while also delineating appropriate protection for
the natural, geological, and cultural resources.
Secondly, a "Natural Area" designation in this area will be more consistent with the
"Natural Area" MUDs assigned to other Jefferson County Open Space parks. The
SVP PMP Team recognized the importance both within the organization and outside
the organization of making a consistent statement about our management practices.
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Taking into account what we have observed in other parks, the SVP PMP Team
feels that a "Natural Area" designation would be most appropriate in this location of
the Park.
Please note the proposed MUD reconfiguration would still assign a "Parkland
Recreation Area" MUD to the area in the vicinity of SVP's north parking lot. This
area would encompass the parking lot, restrooms, picnic areas, as well as the
future-designated rock climbing area (on the outcrops that are immediately northeast
and east of the parking lot). This MUD area would still accept high levels of
recreational use, including picnicking and active climbing on/around the rocks.
2. A.1. Plan/design non-personal interpretive media - Complete
Projected completion: 2005. Action lead: Tim Sandsmark. The design process for
non-personal interp media will be completed this year and production/installation is
scheduled for 2003 (4/15/02). Status unchanged (7/8/02). Status unchanged
(9/25/2002). Status unchanged (12/31/2002). In progress - design development
meeting to be held week of 4/7 (4/3/2003). In-progress (5/29/2003). Design work inprogress (9/3/2003). Design work in-progress. This issue will incorporate issue F.2.
(below) for the 2004 PMP (12/4/03). Design work in-progress (3/30/04).Conceptual
planning and design is complete and RFP going out to illustrators/graphic
artists/fabricators this summer. Expected fabrication is by December, 2004 with
installation following in the early 2005. (6/30/04) RFP's are back and
illustrator/graphic artist and fabricator recommendations have been forwarded to
purchasing. Illustrations and graphic design should be complete by December, 2004
with fabrication and installation in early 2005 (9-30-04) on schedule as previously
noted. (12/03/04) Illustrations and graphic design in process by outside contractors
with scheduled completion by late fall, 2005 (4/1/05). (7/1/05) (9/30/05)Complete.
(12/30/05)
3. At the annual PMP meeting Natural Resources staff was asked to provide an update
on elk use in the southwestern portion of the Park, as it relates to the need for
seasonal closures.
In recent days, Natural Resource staff discussed this issue with Planning &
Development staff. Through these discussions, the joint decision was made to
implement a more consistent seasonal closure for elk at SVP (southwest area only).
The closure will occur for the full month of April this year, and will most likely be
instituted on a consistent month-long basis every April. For now, this would affect
the entire Grazing Elk Loop Trail (which includes the connection to Deer Creek
Canyon Park). This closure strategy would replace the previous strategy of
monitoring for elk every spring and making a year-to-year decision on closure needs.
The reasons for this change in strategy are:
The previous strategy calls for active, repeated elk monitoring by Natural Resource
staff. Unfortunately, the elk are difficult to monitor since they likely use the property
early mornings and late evenings; Historically, Natural Resource staff have placed
the closure sometime in April when there are signs of elk in the area. This means we
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may often miss a week or two of elk use without the closure before we realize they
are there. Similarly, park visitors may alter or preclude elk use in the area during the
time when staff would be monitoring for elk use. The new strategy would target the
closure a bit before and after elk show up and depart, which is more "allowing" for
wildlife movement; This would allow Natural Resource to schedule crews ahead of
time to get out and put up closure signs and fence; This would establish a
consistent, set closure period each year, so park users would be more aware and
educated on the limitations and the reasons for the limitations; This would also be
more consistent with how the elk closures will be implemented at CNT. The
negatives are: (1) there might be occasional periods where the area is closed when
no elk are present, and (2) the SVP-DCP trail connection (as it is routed today)
would be severed for a short period each year.
2007 Additions:
1. Lyon's Back Trail is going to be rerouted to correct some erosion and safety
concerns. The trails department will be working with other appropriate O.S. staff as
well as Ken-Caryl to develop the optimum alignment and will construct the trail as
resources allow. (At this time, the project is a base item.) The Lyon's Back Trail
could potentially be a critical link in the 3-park concept to have trail access that
connects South Valley Park, Deer Creek Canyon Park, and Hildebrand Park.
2. Complete Action Items:
A.2. Produce/install non-personal interpretive media COMPLETED
Projected completion: 2006. Action lead: Tim Sandsmark. Plan/design are emphasis
for this year; bulk of produce/install hours used in 2003 (4/15/02). Status unchanged
(7/8/02). Status unchanged (9/25/2002). Status unchanged (12/31/2002). Project
commencement/completion now anticipated for 2004 (4/3/2003). Design work (issue
B.2.) is in-progress (5/29/2003). Design work (issue B.2.) is in-progress (9/3/2003).
Design work in-progress. This issue will incorporate issue F.3. (below) for the 2004
PMP (12/4/03). Design work in-progress (3/30/04). Fabrication by December, 2004 with
installation following in the early 2005. (6/30/04) Illustrations and graphic design should
be complete by December, 2004 with fabrication and installation in early 2005 (9-3004). On schedule as previously noted.(12/03/04) Dependent on completion of illustration
and graphic design with anticipated fabrication and installation in spring, 2006
(4/1/05).(7/1/05) (9/30/05)(12/30/05)On schedule with anticipated fabrication and
installation in spring, 2006. (3/31/06) Fabrication and installation of the interpretive signs
has been completed. (6/30/06)
D.1. Conduct Visitor Survey COMPLETED
Project Completion: 2006. Action Lead: Jean Survey is underway and will be complete
at the end of September. (9/20/06) Project Complete (12/31/06)
2008 Additions:
1. Complete Action Items:
C.1.a. Design rock use area plan/signs and revise plan/signs for resource protection.
COMPLETE
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Projected completion: 2006. Action lead: Don W. This action was moved to 2002 per
managers. Waiting until 2002 will allow us to see if construction of the parking lot has
an effect on people climbing on the rocks (by making them less easily accessible)
(12/11/01). Violations data will be collected this year and the issue will be discussed at
the annual update (4/15/02).
Status unchanged (7/8/02).
Status unchanged
(9/25/2002). Status unchanged (12/31/2002). Status unchanged (4/3/2003). Discussed
during 2003 update process, working sub-group to meet in early June to id areas that
may allow off-trail use. (5/29/2003). No progress reported (9/3/2003). Working group
has identified a special "no-off-trail" use zone around the red rocks formations and has
also identified two formations appropriate for scrambling and bouldering. Design work
for trails and access and traffic control to follow (12/4/03). Status unchanged (3/30/04).
Action lead to change. As information is made available on identified areas the design
work will be assigned to the appropriate lead. (6/28/04) Action lead has been assigned
to Ken. Information from the Ranger staff has been forwarded to him. (9/30/04) Working
on plan details. (12/03/04) Onsite field trip completed and a general plan has been
formulated for area designation/rock formation access and signs. (4/1/05)No further
progress. Lead to change with Ken's retirement.(7/1/05)Don to review conceptual plan
and update plan as required.(9/30/05)(12/30/05)Don will be reviewing and updating the
plan in context with the MUD changes from the annual PMP update.(3/31/06)(6/30/06)
Listed as OP and will be discussed at the annual PMP update to evaluate the extent of
the project.(9/20/06) This action item has been modified at the PMP update to include
additional signs regarding off trail use. An onsite meeting was held to address the
Ranger's concerns. Don W. is currently working on the sign plan. (12/31/06) The sign
plan is progressing. Art work and sign layout is being completed by Citizen Outreach.
Plan completion is expected 2nd quarter of 07. (3/30/07) The new interpretive closed
area signs went to fabrication. Martin B. will work with Maintenance Staff for installation
when the permanent signs are complete. In the interim, Rangers staff installed
laminated temporary signs. Bridgit will also work on updating the auto rules & regs sign,
the SVP brochure, and the kiosks to reflect the new interpretive/regulatory signage that
will be placed at the trail junctions. (6/30/07) Action complete. (9/28/07)
C.1.b. Install designated rock use area(s) signs and resource protection signs.
COMPLETE
Project Completion: 2006. Action Lead: Maintenance Dependent on completion of
C.1.a. above. (6/30/06) Action complete. (9/28/07)
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The following is a summary and recommendation for the South Valley
Park shelters:
7/01 At the request of Bldg. And Construction, I was asked to order steel for the
shelters.
8/01 PO issued to Redd Iron for $21,446 for fabrication of COR-TEN (self-weathering)
steel trusses for South Valley Park shelters.
9/01

Shop drawings approved by D&D and B&C.

10/01 Steel delivered to South Valley Park and erected by B&C.
During construction of shelter, Ron Parker mentions that when he drilled the steel it did
not seem to be as hard as the COR-TEN steel he had worked with in the past.
Not long after the installation of the shelters, I called Redd Iron and expressed our
concern that the steel did not appear to exhibit the oxidizing properties normally
associated with weathering steel. Redd Iron stated that it usually takes around 6 months
to weather.
1/03 Someone mentioned that the steel had still not started to weather, so I requested
of Redd Iron that they send me a copy of their invoice from their supplier, R&S Steel to
verify that COR-TEN was shipped to Redd Iron. I received a copy of the invoice
showing that COR-TEN was shipped to Redd Iron and presumably used at South
Valley.
2003-2005 Since I had received a copy of the invoice verifying that the proper steel had
been shipped to Redd Iron, it was assumed that this was indeed the case.
3/06 The issue was again raised by Park Services so Ground Engineering was hired
at a cost of $970 to test the steel. They provided us a report which showed the chemical
analysis and tensile strength of the steel. They were not willing to state definitively
whether the steel was COR-TEN or not. They simply provided us with a chemical
analysis which showed among other things, a copper content of 0.10. Copper is the
major element which gives COR-TEN its weathered appearance. The ASTM standard
for copper in weathering steel is 0.20-0.40. The tensile strength was adequate.
4/06

Mtg. with Steve S., Frank Marics, Scott, Amy and myself to discuss shelters.

5/06 Letter sent from me to Redd Iron asking them to replace the existing steel with
COR-TEN and to pay the county reasonable costs to reestablish the shelters and to
reimburse us the $970 cost to Ground Engineering.
5/06

After no response from Redd Iron, Steve sent a second letter to their attorney.
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6/06 Letter received from attorney for Redd Iron stating that Redd Iron ordered the
proper material as confirmed by the invoice. The letter stated that Redd Iron had
contacted R&S Steel requesting they match the invoice to the mill certification.
8/06 Steve sends a letter responding to their attorney’s letter. Steve emphasized that
our contract was with Redd Iron and not their supplier and requested further evidence
that COR-TEN was installed. Steve also asked if Redd Iron could offer a solution.
9/06 Fax received from Redd Iron’s attorney stating that COR-TEN was installed at
South Valley. The mill certification was also sent verifying the delivery of materials.
9/06 A meeting was held on site with Redd Iron, R&S Steel, Ground Engineering,
Scott Timmons and myself. Summary of mtg.:
Both Redd Iron and R&S were puzzled by the appearance of the steel. They said it did
not have the typical appearance of Cor-ten but it certainly didn't look like carbon steel.
Carbon steel would be much more flaky and have a bright orange appearance after 5
years. They were also puzzled that the chemical analysis done by Ground Engineering
did not match the mill certification that came with the steel. In particular, the copper
content which is the major ingredient in Cor-ten, was lower in the chemical analysis than
in the mill certification (.10 vs. .60). The steel is matched to the mill certification only by
a temporary numbering system which has long since disappeared so it is difficult to
verify for certain that the steel and mill certification are actually from the same batch.
The next step is for R&S to contact the mill and supply them with the chemical analysis
as well as the mill certification and see if they can explain the discrepancy. Redd Iron
will also explore different coating options for treating the steel to mitigate the long-term
maintenance. They will need a couple weeks for the above items so we should have
some more info in October.
10/06 Nick from R&S Steel called. He said that he had talked to the mill and they
wanted many more samples. I stated that we had already spent $1,000 on testing and
were not willing to spend any more. Nick said he would send the analysis from Ground
Engineering to the mill to see if they would take a look at it.
6/07 I looked at the shelters and the steel seemed to be slowly taking on a weathered
appearance, especially the sides of the steel which were more exposed to the weather.
I asked Scott to take a look and give me his opinion. Scott looked at the shelters and
concurred that it certainly appeared to be weathering.
Recommendation
It appears the steel is slowly weathering although much slower than is typical of CORTEN. The appearance has taken on a brown patina and to me is aesthetically pleasing.
I cannot speak to the maintenance aspect of it but I am unaware of any maintenance
that we have done on the steel. Since we cannot conclusively prove that the steel is not
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COR-TEN and since the statute of limitations has probably run out it is my opinion that
we put this issue to rest and accept the shelters as they are. We should continue to let
the steel weather as is. Painting of the steel is not recommended. Below are some
photos showing the shelters soon after construction as well as some current photos.

Picture taken 6/10/02

Picture taken 8/1/07

Picture taken 12/19/07

Picture taken 12/19/07

2009 Additions:
Notes from Annual Meeting:
1. Meadows not hayed this year.
2. Elk numbers seem to be down this year.
3. The parking areas will be resurfaced but the color of the chip and
seal may vary from the original red color do to cost.
2010 Additions:
Parkland Recreation Area change to Parkland Recreation Service Area and a Special
Protection Area (SPA) created that would overlay other units.
2011 Additions:
A subcommittee was formed to review and make recommendation on Special
Protection Areas (SPA) for South Valley Park and to review the existing signs and make
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recommendation for required signs for the Sensitive Area boundary. The committee is
comprised of the following SVP PMP members: Nancy York (Lead)
Bryan Posthumus
Martin Barwick
Scott Waters
2012 Additions:
At the PMP meeting November 15, 2011 the team (New Lead and mostly new team
members) discussed the idea of an SPA, related to the 2007 completed action C.1.a.,
noted above. The team discussed possibility of continuing with the subcommittee idea
but the team did not feel it was necessary. Only Martin remains on the team and he felt
that the current management approach is working adequately to protect the rock
formations.
The existing signage within the sensitive area was discussed and there is a need to
update the current “seasonal closure” signage to better reflect actual management of
the area as a “closed sensitive” area. The boundaries of the area are also different than
what is posted. There is a need to adjust the boundary since the previous trail issues no
longer appear to be in play. A small working group should meet and decide how to
proceed. This may be an appropriate item for the PMC group to decide.
Action item E.1.a. Evaluate south parking area facility’s condition should remain as ongoing. There was interest by some of the team to possibly pave the lot this year in order
to alleviate drainage and muddy parking conditions. This has been mentioned at PMC
meetings. There have also been comments that a restroom should be considered at
this location to replace the porta-toilet in the near future.
Another possible need, although not a priority, is re-surfacing the existing asphalt trail
along the road.
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Public Responsiveness Process:
Jefferson County Open Space held a joint public meeting with the Ken-Caryl Metro
District on March 31, 1997. The meeting was held at the Bradford Intermediate School.
This meeting was conducted to inform the public on our proposed purchase and the
possible uses of the 895 acres of Lockheed Martin’s South Valley property.
Approximately 200 citizens were in attendance, which was considered a good turnout
since it was also the final night of the NCAA basketball playoffs. The meeting was
advertised in two local newspapers (Life at Ken-Caryl, Columbine Community Courier)
and flyers were posted throughout the neighborhood.
The public was presented graphic information in the form of “opportunities and
constraints” mapping. Areas of sensitivity were noted, i.e., eagle nesting,
archaeological sites, rock formations and wildlife habitat. Potential use maps were then
presented with possible parking sites, trailheads, trails, interpretive issues, closed
areas, picnic sites and access/linkage concepts.
The meeting was then opened to public comments and questions. There was strong
support for the acquisition with support for the conceptual plans as presented. The
concerns related to individuals’ properties and trail access or wildlife impacts. A copy of
the comments/questions can be found in Appendix H, Jefferson County Open Space
South Valley Park Master Plan and Resource Management Plan, December 1, 1998.
The meeting was considered a success in that the public understands that Open Space
will be developing the property for public use with amenities such as parking areas,
trails and picnic areas.
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Appendix A: Jefferson County Open Space Management
Designations System
Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS) implements a Management Context Designation
(MUD) system as an integrated approach by which land and water areas are classified
according to ecosystem and cultural resource protection requirements, and their
capability and suitability to provide opportunities for visitor experiences. It is one part of
an array of management strategies used by Open Space to assist in maintaining
ecological integrity through a framework for the area-specific application of policy
directions, such as for resource management, appropriate activities, and research. As
such, Management Context provide a designation for park managers and park visitors
alike. The application of Management Context requires sound information related to
ecosystem structure, function and sensitivity, as well as opportunities and impacts of
existing and potential visitor experiences.
The MUD system provides a means to reflect principles of ecological integrity by
protecting park lands and resources and ensuring a minimum of human-induced
change. In certain Open Space parks not all Management Context will be represented.
In some cases, Special Protection Areas (SPAs), such as environmental or cultural
areas, may be created when unique management is warranted. Park management
teams will denote the SPA with the resource(s) to be addressed (e.g. Lichen Rock
Garden SPA) and include the specific management actions necessary for the protection
and use of such areas or sites (e.g. N.3, Enforce stay on trail requirement). The
process to create a SPA is analogous to the creation of issue-driven actions (with
details in Chapter IV, Management Directions, of the PMP), along with the need to map
and label the specific location and boundaries of the SPA on the Concept Plan. A SPA
may be removed if the management objectives have been accomplished or the
underlying MUD is sufficient to manage the resource(s). This Special Protection Area
will complement the Management Context system and is important to the protection of
unique and valued resources. Likewise, a temporal management technique (e.g.,
seasonal closures) may be considered for certain areas as part of the management
planning program.
The following three Management Context designations (MUDs) and associated
guidelines serve to, first, provide a linkage between the “vision” of the Jefferson County
Open Space Master Plan and the park or field-level management plans; second, define
the JCOS “system;” and finally, provide management guidance for the different types of
lands within JCOS.
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RECREATION SERVICES AND AMENITIES
AREA

NATURAL AREA

SENSITIVE AREA

GOAL STATEMENT

GOAL STATEMENT

The intent of this management
designation is to provide
opportunities for relatively large,
contiguous portions of JCOS to
remain as naturally operating
ecosystems and for habitat
conservation to be balanced with
public recreation. To the extent
compatible, moderate trail-based
outdoor recreation opportunities may
be provided to those seeking social
interaction, to experience the sights,
sounds, and smells of nature, and to
experience limited outdoor
amenities.

The intent of this management designation is to
provide opportunities to maintain portions of JCOS
that are very special, fragile, biodiverse and in need
of preservation and protection. Ecological and
cultural resources are to be managed for
preservation versus conservation. These areas may
serve as sanctuaries, as outdoor museums for
archaeological and historic resources, or as outdoor
classrooms for educational and research purposes.
Preservation and protection of naturally operating
ecosystems are the paramount considerations for
these areas. Since public use will be restricted,
guided interpretive services may be available. The
area will be posted as a Sensitive Area.

GOAL STATEMENT
The intent of this management designation is to provide
services and amenities to the visiting public. While
assuring the ecological integrity and long-term
sustainability of the natural resources, outdoor
recreation opportunities provide social interaction and
information to enjoy and learn about the natural and
cultural resources found in JCOS. Visitor conveniences,
education programs, facilities and other amenities such
as trailheads, parking lots, trails, restrooms and shelters
may be provided, if they are needed and complement
the provision of high quality nature-based outdoor
recreation opportunities, and will generally be
concentrated and located at public accesses on the
periphery of JCOS parks.

SPECIAL PROTECTION AREA
(SPA)
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A Special Protection Area (SPA) can be thought of as an overlay to a Management Context Designation (MUD),
created to address any unique item that requires special management actions, such as but not limited to:
safety, a park access issue, natural resource concerns or restoration opportunities, cultural or environmental
issues, biodiversity enhancement, time sensitive implications, a political imperative, other management
consequences or opportunities. An SPA can be created within any MUD when specific resources, that are
deemed significant, face real or potential impacts or opportunities that warrant special management actions.
Given the preservation and protection already provided within a Sensitive Area, it is unlikely that a SPA will be
needed. An effort at restoration, however, could be an applicable use of special management actions in a SPA.
Specific location(s) and boundaries will be shown on the Concept Plan with the SPA labeled to denote the
resource(s) in need of protection or special management. Issue-driven actions will be formulated to address the
SPA.
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APPENDIX A:

Recreational Uses
Endorsed On-trail Uses

X

X

Endorsed Off-trail Uses

X

X

Special Activities

X

X

Endorsed Water-based Uses

X

X

Pre-Existing Uses
Off-road Motorized Vehicles

X

X

X

X

X

X

Not Allowed

Conditional

Sensitive
Areas

Allowed

Not Allowed

Conditional

Natural
Areas

Allowed

Not Allowed

Conditional

Allowed

GUIDELINES

Recreation
Services and
Amenities
Areas

Notes
Refer to the Outdoor
Recreation Management
Guidelines and Uses
Allowed on designated trails
X only.
Could be monitored for
X impacts.
Allowed at designated sites,
subject to size restrictions,
permit required.
Could be monitored for
X impacts.
Pre-existing uses must be
compatible with the goals
established for these areas.
X

Interpretation

Nature Study/Research

X

X

X

Educational Programs

X

X

X

Supervised program for
educational and scientific
purposes within Sensitive
Area.
Supervised program for
educational and scientific
purposes within Sensitive
Area.

Facilities/Design

Kiosks

X

Interpretive Waysides/Exhibits

X

Memorials/Recognitions

X

X

Parking

X

Signs/Signage

X
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X

X

X

X

Preferred location is Parkland
X Recreation Service Areas.
Provided in accordance with
X interpretive plans.
Preferred location is Parkland
X Recreation Service Areas.
Preferred location is Parkland
Recreation Service Areas
and prefer gravel surface in
X Natural Areas.
In Sensitive Area closure and
other notices may be on the
X boundary.
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APPENDIX A:

Trail Surface
Trail Bridges/Boardwalks

X
X

X
X

Facilities (shelters, benches,
restrooms, etc.)

X

X

Historical structures

X

X

X

Existing facilities/structures

X

X

X

Drinking water facilities

X

X

Not Allowed

Conditional

Sensitive
Areas

Allowed

Not Allowed

Conditional

Natural
Areas

Allowed

Not Allowed

Conditional

Allowed

GUIDELINES

Recreation
Services and
Amenities
Areas

Notes
p
p
Parkland Recreation Service
X Area location; primarily
X
Prefer the majority of facilities
in the Parkland Recreation
X Service Areas.
Preserve when possible, cost
effective, and interpretation is
a key component
May be removed if not
compatible, historic, safe.
Not typically provided given
monitoring requirements, but
possible with water line
X connection.

Wildlife

Mitigate Nuisance Wildlife

X

X

Fish Stocking

X

X

In consultation with DOW
mitigation measures may be
X taken with minimal impact.
In cooperation with DOW if
X appropriate.

Habitat Enhancement

X

X

X

Releasing Wildlife

X

X

X

Endangered or Threatened & CO
Species of Concern

X

X

X

Hunting

X

X

Trapping

X

X

Valley Region Management Plan
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Habitat enhancement may be
undertaken to restore natural
ecological processes.
In cooperation with DOW if
appropriate.
Promote, enhance and
protect habitat used by these
species.
May be a resource
management tool when
X authorized.
May be a resource
management tool when
X authorized.
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APPENDIX A:

Trees/Shrubs Pruning/Removal

X

X

Vegetation Management

X

X

X

Fire Management

X

X

X

Forest Management

X

X

X

Wetland Protection

X

X

X

Grazing

X

Closed Areas

X

Notes
Removal only if posing a
X hazardous condition.
Native species may be
planted for ecological and
management reasons.
In accordance with County
Wildfire Mitigation Ordinance.
To promote diversity, improve
forest health and/or
ecological restoration.
In accordance with Army
Corps of Engineers regs. &
for ecological functions.
Typically not compatible but
may be used where
X appropriate.
An allowable management
tool to assure quality
resource protection.

X

X

Not Allowed

Conditional

Sensitive
Areas

Allowed

Not Allowed

Conditional

Natural
Areas

Allowed

Not Allowed

Conditional

Allowed

GUIDELINES

Recreation
Services and
Amenities
Areas

X

General Maintenance

Mowing

X

X

Fencing

X

X

X

For weed control, grassland
restoration and vegetation
X management projects.
Fencing may be erected or
removed for visitor and
ecological management
reasons.

Regulatory

Grading

X

X

Accessibility

X

X

Receive County permits for
all grading related activity if
X required.
Document FSTAG
X recommendations.

Natural Resource Management

Noxious Weed Control

X

X

X

Pest Management
Other Undesirable Weeds

X
X

X
X

X
X

Valley Region Management Plan
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As outlined in the CO and
Jeffco Noxious Weed
Management Act and Plan.
Control as outlined in the
Pest Control Act.
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Not Allowed

Conditional

Sensitive
Areas

Allowed

Not Allowed

Conditional

Natural
Areas

Allowed

Not Allowed

Conditional

Allowed

GUIDELINES

Recreation
Services and
Amenities
Areas

Notes

Other

Easements Granted

X

X

Leases Granted

X

X

Posting Notices

X

X

Temporary Closures

X

X

Valley Region Management Plan
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Easements can be allowed or
maintained if they are
X compatible.
Leases can be allowed or
maintained if they are in the
X best interests of JCOS.

X

Posting of public notices must
serve a JCOS purpose.
Typically for muddy trails or
other public safety and
X resource protection need.
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Appendix B: Operational Documents Used in Park
Management
Planning & Development:
Design and Development:
• Design Guidelines
• Open Space Sign Manual
Planning:
• Current Open Space Master Plan
• Open Space Preservation Concepts Priority List

Administration and Education Services:
Lookout Mountain Nature Center:
• Open Space Interpretive Media Plan
• Group Program Plan
• Public Services Plan
• Guiding Principles for Interpretive Services
Visitor & Resource Protection:
• Recreation & Visitor Management Plan
• Park Patrol Plans
• Colorado Revised Statutes
• Open Space Rules & Regulations
• Ranger Operations Manual

Park Operations:
Park Services:
• Open Space Fence and Posting Standard Operating Procedures
• Jefferson County Open Space Maintenance Standards Manual
Trails Services:
• Natural Surface Trail Management Guidelines
Natural Resources Management:
• Resource Management Concepts
Park Construction:
• Jefferson County Open Space Building Maintenance and Construction Standards
and Guidelines
Valley Region Management Plan
Jefferson County Open Space
2013
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Appendix C: Laws and Regulations
Jefferson County Open Space operates within a framework of laws and regulations that
govern jurisdictional behavior. Interpretation of, and compliance with these laws and
regulations requires sound and thoughtful judgment. The state and federal laws and
county regulations that are applicable to county Open Space lands with which park staff
should be familiar before taking action are presented in the Table below.
LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Number

Title

Description

CRS 35-5.5

Colorado Noxious Weed Act

State law that requires control of seven noxious weeds. “Management
Guidelines,” under Natural Resource Management.

CRS 35-4-107

Pest Control Act

State law that requires control of mountain pine beetle.

16 USC 668668C

Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act

Federal law that makes it unlawful to import, export, take, sell, purchase, or
barter any Bald or Golden Eagle, their parts, products, nests, or eggs.
“Take” includes pursuing, shooting, poisoning, wounding, killing, capturing,
trapping, collecting, molesting or disturbing the eagles.

16 USC 703-712

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

Federal law that makes it unlawful to import, export, take, sell, purchase, or
barter any migratory bird, their parts, products, nests, or eggs. “Take”
includes pursuing, shooting, poisoning, wounding, killing, capturing,
trapping, collecting, molesting or disturbing migratory birds.

16 USC 15311544

Endangered Species Act

Federal law that makes it unlawful to take, possess, sell, or transport
endangered species.

16 USC 470

Historic Preservation Act of
1966

Federal law establishing a program for the preservation of Historic
Properties throughout the Nation.

Exec. Order
11593

Protection and Enhancement
of the Cultural Environment

Executive Order stating that the Federal Government shall provide
leadership in preserving, restoring, and maintaining the historic and cultural
environment of the Nation.

16 USC 431-433

Antiquities Act of 1906

Federal law that makes it unlawful to appropriate, excavate, injure, or
destroy any historic or prehistoric ruin or monument, or any object of
antiquity without permission.

25 USC 3001-13

Federal Native American
Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act

Federal law establishing requirements for the treatment of Native American
human remains and sacred or cultural objects.

Public Law 101336

Americans with Disabilities
Act

Federal law that guarantees equal opportunities in the areas of
employment, state and local government services, public accommodations,
and telecommunications. Guidelines include: Americans with Disabilities
Act Accessibility Guidelines, Recreational Facilities Accessibility
Guidelines, Outdoor Developed Areas Accessibility Guidelines.

Regulation 7, Air
Quality Control
Commission

Emissions of Volatile Organic
Compounds

By authority of Federal Clean Air Act, State regulation stipulating
requirements for storage and transfer of volatile organic compounds.

Regulation 8, Air
Quality Control
Commission

Control of Hazardous Air
Pollutants, Part B Asbestos

By authority of Federal Clean Air Act, State regulation stipulating
requirements for asbestos abatement.

Regulation 19,
Air Quality
Control
Commission

Lead Based Paint Abatement

By authority of Federal Clean Air Act, State regulation stipulating
requirements for individuals and firms engaged in lead-based paint
activities.

Public Law 92500

Clean Water Act

Federal law governing pollution in the nation’s streams, lakes, and
estuaries.

Section 404 of
PL 92-500

Permits and Licenses

Section of Clean Water Act authorizing the Secretary of the Army to issue
permits for the discharge of dredged or fill material into the navigable
waters at specified disposal sites.

Valley Region Management Plan
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Number

Title

Description

Regulation 61,
Water Quality
Control
Commission

Point Source Discharge and
Control Regulations

By authority of Federal Clean Water Act, State regulations that apply to all
operations discharging to waters of the State from a point source.

2 CCR 601-1

State Highway Access Code,
Colorado Department of
Transportation

By authority of the Federal Highway Administration, State law regulating
vehicular access to or from any public highway.

1988 Edition of
MUTCD,
Revision 3,
September 3,
1993

Uniform Traffic Control
Devices, Colorado
Department of Transportation

By authority of the Federal Highway Administration, State law regulating
traffic control devices.

Jefferson County
Development Process

County Planning and Zoning regulations. A complete listing can be found
at http://206.247.49.21/ext/dpt/public_works/planning/zoning/buildpermit-chklist.htm

Valley Region Management Plan
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Appendix D: Stakeholders and Constituencies
Park management often involves the need to work closely with individuals and
organizations that care about the public resource. The “stakeholders” may be park
users; they may be neighbors; or they may be persons who are simply interested in the
park’s resources and who desire those resources to be managed in a certain way for
certain outcomes. This table lists known stakeholders and constituencies. They should
be contacted during the annual management plan update and informed of significant
developments or changes that might occur in or for the park.
VALLEY REGION STAKEHOLDERS AND CONSTITUENCIES
Name of
Organization

Contact Person

Address, E-mail Address

Phone # ,FAX #

Description of Interest
in Park(s)

Aggregate
Industries, Inc.

3605 S. Teller St
Lakewood, 80235

Quarry north of Deer
Creek Canyon Rd.

CAMAS
Colorado, Inc

3605 S. Teller St

Quarry north of Deer
Creek Canyon Rd.
Mineral interests in
park.

Lakewood, 80235

Centennial Water
& Sanitation
District

Swithin Dick

62 West Plaza Dr

Water Resource
Engineer (3-06)

Highlands Ranch, Co 80129

Chatfield Basin
Project

Toby Sprunk

Douglas County Open Space
100 Third St.

Chatfield Bluffs
South HOA

Tom Merelli

303-791-0430

Operate and have
rights to access
Fairview Ditch

303-660-7495

Approximately sixty
stakeholders with a
broad range of interests

Castle Rock, CO 80104

Chatfield Green
ODP Subdivisions

9562 W Unser Ave

HOA of Chatfield Bluffs

Littleton, CO 80128
(8-26-02)

(North of Deer Creek
Canyon Road)

Simeon
Communities

Adjacent Subdivision/
residential development

aka “TrailMark “
Chatfield State
Park

Ken Brink,
Manager

11500 N Roxborough Park
Road

Phone:
303-791-7275

Littleton, CO 80125

Fax:

Email:

303-791-1231

Adjacent State Park:
Trail objective,
ballooning activity
generator

kbrink@chatfieldstatepark.org
Chatfield State
Park

Kent Wiley

11500 N. Roxborough Park Rd.,
Littleton 80125

303-791-7275 (ph)

City Of Littleton

Rebecca Kast

1940 W. Arapahoe Road

303-730-2639

Council Member

Littleton, CO 80120

Fx:
303-798-2796

Colorado
Archaeological
Society

Bill Hammond

Colorado Balloon
Club

Al Davis

Valley Region Management Plan
Jefferson County Open Space
2013

nearby state park

303-791-1231 (fax)
Municipal jurisdiction for
Trail Mark subdivision.
Owner of public open
space in Trail Mark
Subdivision, which is
leased to South
Suburban Park &
Recreation District.
conducted excavations
on park

6290 W. Maplewood Place
Littleton 80123

Hot air ballooning,
desired landing zones/
permission to land on
the Park
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Name of
Organization

Contact Person

Colorado
Department of
Transportation,
Region 6

Address, E-mail Address

Phone # ,FAX #

2000 S. Holly, Denver 80222

303-757-9459

303-291-7136

Colorado Division
of Wildlife

Jerrie McKee

Northeast Region Service
Center, 6060 Broadway,
Denver, CO 80216-1000

Colorado Division
of Wildlife

Jerrie McKee

Northeast Region Service
Center 6060 Broadway Denver
80216-1000

Colorado
Historical Society

Kevin Black

Deer Creek Mesa
HOA

Brian Crowley

Deer Creek Mesa
HOA

Chuck
McCammon

Denver Botanic
Gardens at
Chatfield

Adam Lucas, Site
Manager

Wildlife

12323 Buckhorn Rd
Littleton, CO 80127
303-933-4073

adjacent homeowners

8500 Deer Creek Canyon Rd,

Phone:

Littleton, Co 80128

303-973-3705

Adjacent :Denver
Botanic Gardens has
leased this property
(just East of HRP) from
the Corps of Engineers
to 2012 +/-

Larry Vickerman,
Director

Adam Phone:
303-961-1277
303-697-4545

Adjacent public open
space
Nearby Park &
Recreation District:
They are looking at
opportunities to provide
programming activities
on the Chatfield Nature
Preserve

,

6612 S. Ward St.

303-409-2100 (ph)

Director

Littleton, CO 80127

720-981-0514 (fax)

2200 S. Kipling, Lakewood
80227

303-987-3602 (ph)

(4-03-02)

Foothills Park &
Recreation
District

Wildlife issues

oversight and
application of
Antiquities Act

Denver Mountain
Parks
Foothills
Metropolitan
District

Description of Interest
in Park(s)

Great Outdoors
Colorado

303-985-0417 (fax)
Phone:
303-863-7522

“GOCO”

nearby park and
recreation district
Hold restrictive
covenants on portions
of the property due to
acquisition funding
participation.

Hawk Watch
Highways &
Transportation

Kevin French

100 Jeffco Pkwy, Golden 80401

303-271-8473

Deer Creek Canyon
Road use

Inter-Canyon Fire
Dept.

Dan Hatlestad

7939 S. Turkey Creek Road
Morrison, CO 80465

303-697-4413

Emergency services for
the west part of the
park

7939 S. Turkey Creek Rd.
Morrison, CO 80465

303-697-4413 option 3
303 207-1362 pager

Emergency/fire
protection

Intermountain
Rural Electric
Association

13404 US Hwy 285, Conifer, CO
80433

303 674-9759

Utility supplier

Jeffco Risk
Management

100 Jeffco Pkwy., Golden 80401

303-271-8440 (ph)

visitor safety

Home:
303-979-8236
Office:
303-979-8893

Inter-canyon Fire
Protection District

Bill Lucatuorto

Valley Region Management Plan
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303-271-8442 (fax)
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Name of
Organization

Contact Person

Jefferson County

Address, E-mail Address

Phone # ,FAX #

Description of Interest
in Park(s)

100 Jeffco Pkwy, Golden 80401

303-271-8457

Deer Creek Canyon
Bikeway project in Bond
Funding. Projected
construction, 2006.

P.O. Box 1177

Phone: (303) 279-3522

Representing
equestrian interests.

303-271-8421

Visitor safety

Phone:
303-2718440 Fax:
303271-8442

Visitor safety issues

Phone:

T&E has included the
Deer Creek Canyon
Bikeway project in Bond
Funding. Projected
construction completion
date is spring 2011.

Highways &
Transportation
Jefferson County
Horseman
Council

Doug Torza,
Board Member
(1-25-11)

Golden,CO 80402
info@jeffcohorse.com

Jefferson County
Risk Management

Beth Greer

3500 Illinois St. Suite 25

Jefferson County
Risk Management

Kelly Knauer,
Risk Administrator

Golden, CO 80401

(1-25-11)
Jefferson County
Transportation&
Engineering

Mike Vanatta
(1-25-11)

100 Jefferson County Parkway
Golden 80401
kknauer@jeffco.us
100 Jefferson County Parkway
Golden 80401

303-271-8457
Phone:
303-271-8470

Ken-Caryl
a. Metropolitan
District

Darrell Windes
Manager

7676 South Continental Divide
Road

Phone;
303-979-1876

Littleton, CO 80217

Fax:

a Adjacent public open
space

303-972-1272
b. Master
Association
c. Foundation

Chris Paccetti

b Adjacent HOA

Marty Burdick
President

c.
Adjacent private
open space

Ken-Caryl Master
Association

Chris Pacetti

7676 S. Continental Divide Rd.,
Littleton 80127

303-979-1876 (ph)

Ken-Caryl Park &
Recreation
District

Allen Rogers

7676 S. Continental Divide Rd.,
Littleton 80127

303-979-1876 x125
(ph)

Ken-Caryl Ranch
Foundation

Joan Tanenbaum

7676 S. Continental Divide Rd.,
Littleton 80127

adjacent homeowners

303-972-1272 (fax)
Adjacent special
district

303-972-1272 (fax)
303-979-1876 x127
(ph)

adjacent private open
space

303-972-1272 (fax)
Lockheed Martin
Lockheed Martin
Corp.

Gary Oertli

12275 S. Hwy 121, Littleton
80127

303-977-3000

adjacent property
owner

12275 S. CH 121, Littleton, CO
80127

Phone:
4572

Facilities contact for
pursuit of easement
through south gap in
hogback

303-977-

Facilities Section
gary.w.oertli @lmco.com
Lockheed Martin
Ridge Riders
Club, Inc.

Chuch Taylor

Lockheed-Martin
Ridge Riders
Club, Inc

Chuck Taylor (711-02)

Lockheed-Martin
Corp.

Terry Beattie

Lockheed Martin
equestrian group lease on Land Board
and interest in trail
easement.

P.O. Box 179 Mail Stop 0095
Denver, CO
80201

P.O. Box 179 Mail Stop 0095
Denver, CO 80201

Lockheed Martin
Equestrian Group: who
also hold a Lease (S42807) on the 160
acres of State Land.

Email:
chuck.w.taylor@lmco.com
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PO Box 8048, BLDG 100,
Philadelphia, PA 19101

651-578-2572

Corporate Property
Officer for Lockheed
Martin.
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Name of
Organization

Contact Person

Address, E-mail Address

Phone # ,FAX #

Description of Interest
in Park(s)

303-971-7197

Lockheed Martin
Recreation Clubs
Umbrella Group

303-550-4829

Owners and operators
of Mann Reservoir

Lockheed-Martin
Recreation Club

Dennis Casey

Email:

(8-26-02)

dennis.m.casey@lmco.com

Mann Reservoir

Dan Whede

Deer Creek Golf
Course

GC
Superintendent

Oleo Acres

Scott Ohmert
(1-15-11)

10894 West Deer Creek Canyon
Rd

Owner of Oleo Acres
parcel

Littleton, CO 80127
Pegasus Program

Robin Bowman

5990 Bowles Avenue Littleton,
CO 80123
P.O. Box 622033 Littleton, CO
80162

Phone:
303-0972-3598

Hippotherapy non-profit
group expressing an
interest in possible use
of Hildebrand Park

R-1 School
District

John Young

809 Quail, Bldg. 4 Lakewood,
CO 80215

303-982-2338

Use of park for school
trips

Roxborough State
Park

Susie Trumble

4751 N. Roxborough Dr.,
Littleton 80125

303-973-3959 (ph)

nearby state park

Sampson Road
Association

Neil Quigley,
President

P.O. Box 620392

303-697-2558

Access road to west
side of park from Deer
Creek Road

Science &
Cultural Facilities
District

Mary Ellen
O’Brien

303-860-0588

funds part of KenCaryl’s educational
programming

Scientific &
Cultural Facilities
District

Mary Ellen
Williams

899 Logan Street

303-860-0588

Suite 500

x 112

Funds part of KenCaryl’s educational
programming

Shea Homes
Limited

Chris Burget

303-973-4044 (fax)

Littleton, CO 80162

Denver, CO 80203
09135 S. Ridgeline Blvd. #100
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129

Phone: 303-948-1188

Developer of homes in
Trail Mark

Work Phone: 303-9209400
Home Phone: 303914-0931

James Spehalski
(TrailMark
resident)
South Suburban
Park &
Recreation
District

Fax: 303-948-3446

6631 S. University Blvd.

303-730-1022

Centennial, CO 80121-2913

Recreation/ outdoor
recreation programs for
a fee. Provide
recreation services to
Trail Mark through Trail
Mark Metro District

State Board of
Land
Commissioners

Larry Routten,
Dist. Manager

1313 Sherman St., Room 620
Denver, CO 80203

Lessor of 160 acres on
west side of the Park

State Land Board

Jeri Leingang
District Asst.

1313 Sherman St. Rm. 621
Denver, CO 80203

303-866-3454

Lease adjacent to
easement between
DCCP and Hildebrand
Ranch Park.

Sunset
Management
Services, Inc.

John Dick

10901 W Toller Dr

Phone:

(8-05-03)

Littleton, CO 80127

303-904-1430

Development Company
for Chatfield Bluffs

Tech Center
Denver

Paul Tartaglia

Fax:
303-904-1443
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Name of
Organization
TrailMark
Metropolitan
District

Contact Person

Address, E-mail Address

Special District
Management
Services, Inc.
Roger McCoy (503-02)

141 Union Blvd. Suite 150
Lakewood, CO 80228
Email: bappleby @sdmsi.com

Phone # ,FAX #

Phone;
0835

303-987-

Description of Interest
in Park(s)
Management Company
doing work for the
Metropolitan District.

Bryan Appleby,
Project Manager
for TrailMark
Ultrawalkers

Ulrich Khann

Ultrawalk.com

United States Of
America Army
Corps of
Engineers

c/o District
Engineer

6014 USPO Omaha, NE 68102

Phone:

9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd

303-979-4120

or locally
Fred Rios
Operations
Project Manager

Littleton, Co 80128-6901

Fax:

West Metro Fire
District
White Deer Valley
HOA

Robert Grey

Valley Region Management Plan
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50 K Hardcore Walk
organizer

303-979-0602

Lessor of land to
Chatfield State Park
and Denver Botanic
Gardens (Chatfield
nature Preserve)

447 S. Allison, Lakewood, CO
80226

303-989-4307

Emergency services for
small area near west
center of park.

12642 White Deer Dr Littleton,
Co 80127

Email:
mmplus@prodigy.net

Director of HOA
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GLOSSARY: ACRONYMS AND TERMS USED IN THIS PLAN
ACRONYMS
ADA - Americans with Disabilities Act
CDOT - Colorado Department of
Transportation
CPW – Colorado Parks and Wildlife
DWB - Denver Water Board
HCP - Habitat Conservation Plan

TERMS
Hard-surface trail: Trails with asphalt or
concrete surfaces. Hard-surface trails
are typically constructed by external
contractors.
Natural-surface trail: Trail developed from
on-site materials and/or local soils. This
could also include importation of
aggregate materials (e.g., crusher fines
or road base) for trail surface. Naturalsurface trail construction is typically
accomplished in-house.

IGA - Intergovernmental Agreement
IPM - Integrated Pest Management
JCOS - Jefferson County Open Space
OSAC - Open Space Advisory Committee
ROW - Right of Way
REM - Resource Evaluation Management

Trailhead: Point of origin that provides
information and access to a trail system.
More intensely managed trailheads
provide parking and information.
Interpretation: A specialized communication
process that aims to provoke and inspire
visitors to appreciate, learn more, or
understand the object, topic, event, or
site that is being interpreted, and act
responsibly when interacting with
natural or cultural resources.
Parks Management Planning Team: A team
composed of representatives from
various Open Space sections that is
responsible for Management Plan
development and implementation.
Open Space Management Team: A team
comprised of the director and managers
from each Open Space section.
REM: A framework to establish and
manage specific natural, cultural and
recreational resource issues. Resource
monitoring provides a flow of information
that may indicate a need to alter or
adapt management.
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